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HOLOMORPHIC EXTENSIONS OF EIGENFUNCTIONS
ON NA GROUPS
LUZ RONCAL AND SUNDARAM THANGAVELU
Abstract. Let X = G/K be a rank one Riemannian symmetric space of noncompact type. In
view of the Iwasawa decomposition G = NAK of the underlying semisimple Lie group, we can
also view X as the solvable extension S = NA of the Iwasawa group N which is known to be
a H-type group. In this work we study the holomorphic extendability of eigenfunctions of the
Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆S on S to certain domains in the complexification of the nilpotent
group N . We can also do the same for any H-type group N not necessarily an Iwasawa group. The
results are accomplished by making use of the connection with solutions of the extension problem
for the Laplacian or the sublaplacian on the corresponding N .
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1. Introduction
It is known that Poisson transform of a function on the unit circle in the complex plane delivers a
harmonic function on the unit disk. Moreover, each eigenfunction of the Laplace-Beltrami operator
of the Poincare´ disk can be expressed as the Poisson integral of a hyperfunction on the unit circle.
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In more generality, let X = G/K be a non-compact Riemannian symmetric space where G is a
connected semisimple Lie group andK a maximal compact subgroup of G. The Helgason conjecture
claims that each joint eigenfunction of the invariant differential operators on X has a Poisson
integral representation by a hyperfunction boundary value [12]. Helgason proved the statement for
the Poincare´ disk, and in the general case the conjecture was proven in [15].
In [16] Kro¨tz and Schlichtkrull showed that eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator
∆X on X have holomorphic extensions to an open G invariant neighbourhood of X inside the
complexification XC. If GC and KC stand for the complexifications of G and K respectively, then
XC = GC/KC has a natural complex structure and contains X as a totally real submanifold.
Inside XC there is a particularly simple G -invariant open neighbourhood Ξ of X first proposed by
Akhiezer and Gidikin [2] and studied quite a lot in recent years by Kro¨tz and Stanton [17, 18], see
also the work by Camporesi and Kro¨tz [7]. It is called the complex crown and in [16] the authors
proved that every eigenfunction of ∆X has a natural holomorphic extension to Ξ.
In the simple case of rank one symmetric spaces of non-compact type, the Iwasawa decomposition
G = NAK allows us to identify X = G/K with the solvable group S = NA. In this decomposition,
N turns out to be a H-type group and A, being identified with R+, has a natural action on N
as dilations. Then the semidirect product S = NA can be identified with the symmetric space
X. In this setting, eigenfunctions of ∆S are functions on N × A. If u(n, a), n ∈ N , a ∈ A, is an
eigenfunction, we are interested in the holomorphic extendability of n → u(n, a), for a fixed. We
expect that for each a there exists an open set Ωa inside the complexification NC of N to which all
eigenfunctions of ∆S holomorphically extend.
In particular, for hyperbolic spaces, whereN is either Rn or the Heisenberg group Hn, we pose the
following slightly different problem: we fix a and ask for holomorphic extension in the n variable. In
this paper we will show that this turns out to be true when X is a real or complex hyperbolic space.
The motivation to study this problem comes from the relation between the eigenfunctions and the
solutions to the generalised harmonic extensions. More precisely, we will prove that eigenfunctions
of the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆S can be expressed as a Poisson integral of functions in certain
weighted L2 space if and only if for all a the eigenfunction holomorphically extends to an open set
Ωa, satisfying certain mild growth condition, see Theorem 2.8 and Theorem 3.16. We will exploit
the connection of the eigenfunctions with the solutions to the corresponding extension problems
in the real and complex hyperbolic spaces. Indeed, we will prove characterisations of solutions of
such extension problems, see Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 3.15, and we will transfer the results to
the eigenfunction problem. The key tool in the proofs of Theorems 2.7 and Theorem 3.15 will be
the use of the Gutzmer’s formulas available in each case (in the case of the real hyperbolic space
we will employ it implicitly). Our general approach to tackle both settings will be strongly based
on spectral methods. As a final comment, we notice that an analogue of Helgason conjecture in
general NA groups remains open, see the end of Section 3.
The paper is mainly organised in three parts. In Section 2 we show the results for the real
hyperbolic space, which are contained in Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.8, and in Section 3 for the
complex hyperbolic space, Theorem 3.15 and Theorem 3.16. Each section is self-contained and can
be read independently. As expected, the case of complex hyperbolic space is far more involved.
Finally, in Section 4 we take up the case of general H-type groups. Using partial Radon transform
in the central variable, we reduce the problem to the case of Heisenberg groups and we deduce
results on the general NA groups from the results of Section 3.
2. Eigenfunctions on the real hyperbolic space
In this section we study the holomorphic extendability of eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami
operator on real hyperbolic spaces. We do this by using the connection with the solutions of the
extension problem for the Laplacian on Rn.
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2.1. Holomorphic properties of solutions of the extension problem. By the extension
problem for the Laplacian ∆ on Rn we mean the initial value problem, for s > 0,(
∆+ ∂2ρ +
1− s
ρ
∂ρ)u(x, ρ) = 0, u(x, 0) = f(x), x ∈ Rn, ρ > 0.
This problem has received considerable attention in recent times, especially after the work by
Caffarelli and Silvestre [6]. We are interested in the case when the initial condition f belongs to
L2(Rn). In this case the solution is given by u(x, ρ) = ρsf ∗ ϕs,ρ(x) where ϕs,ρ is the generalised
Poisson kernel
ϕs,ρ(x) = pi
−n/2Γ(
n+s
2 )
|Γ(s)| (ρ
2 + |x|2)−n+s2 .
We observe that the generalised Poisson kernel has a holomorphic extension
(2.1) ϕs,ρ(z) = pi
−n/2Γ(
n+s
2 )
|Γ(s)| (ρ
2 + z21 + z
2
2 + ...+ z
2
n)
−n+s
2 .
to the tube domain
(2.2) Ωρ = {z = x+ iy ∈ Cn : |y| < ρ}.
It then follows that the solution u(x, ρ) also has a holomorphic extension u(z, ρ) to Ωρ.
Let us recall some definitions and properties of Bessel functions that will be needed below. Let
Jν(z) and Iν(z) be respectively the Bessel function of first kind of order ν and the modified Bessel
function of first kind of order ν given by the formulas (see [20, Chapter 5, Section 5.3 and Section
5.7])
Jν(z) =
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k(z/2)ν+2k
Γ(k + 1)Γ(k + ν + 1)
, |z| <∞, | arg z| < pi
and
(2.3) Iν(z) =
∞∑
k=0
(z/2)ν+2k
Γ(k + 1)Γ(k + ν + 1)
, |z| <∞, | arg z| < pi
and let Kν be the Macdonald’s function of order ν defined by (see [20, Chapter 5, Section 5.7])
(2.4) Kν(z) =
pi
2
I−ν(z) − Iν(z)
sin νpi
, | arg z| < pi, ν 6= 0,±1,±2, . . .
and, for integral ν = n, Kn(z) = limν→nKν(z), n = 0,±1,±2, . . .. From (2.3) and (2.4) it is clear
that there exist constants C1, C2, c1, c2 > 0 such that
(2.5) c1z
ν ≤ Iν(z) ≤ C1zν , c2z−ν ≤ Kν(z) ≤ C2z−ν , for z → 0+.
Moreover, it is well known (see [20, Chapter 5, Section 5.11]) that, for small δ,
Iν(z) = Ce
zz−1/2 +Rν(z), |Rν(z)| ≤ Cνezz−3/2, | arg z| ≤ pi − δ
and
(2.6) Kν(z) = Ce
−zz−1/2 + R˜ν(z), |R˜ν(z)| ≤ Cνe−zz−3/2, | arg z| ≤ pi − δ.
Definition 2.1. For any s > 0 consider the following weight function
(2.7) wρ(ξ) := cn,s(ρ|ξ|)s(Ks/2(ρ|ξ|))2
Is+n/2−1(2ρ|ξ|)
(2ρ|ξ|)s+n/2−1 .
We define Hsρ(Rn) to be the Sobolev space of all tempered distributions f whose Fourier transforms
f̂ are functions for which
‖f‖2Hsρ :=
∫
Rn
|f̂(ξ)|2wρ(ξ) dξ <∞.
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Here,
f̂(ξ) :=
∫
Rn
f(x)e−ix·ξ dx.
Recalling the definition of wρ in (2.7) and using the asymptotic properties of Kν and Iν we check
that
(2.8) c(1 + ρ|ξ|)−(n+1)/2 ≤ wρ(ξ) ≤ C(1 + ρ|ξ|)−(n+1)/2.
From this it is clear that f ∈ L2(Rn) if and only if f ∈ Hsρ(Rn) and satisfies the uniform estimates
‖f‖Hsρ(Rn) ≤ C for all ρ > 0.
Remark 2.2. Actually we can show that for a tempered distribution f whose Fourier transform is
a function, ∫
Rn
|f̂(ξ)|2(1 + |ξ|2)−(n+1)/4dξ <∞
if and only if f ∈ Hsρ for some ρ > 0 (and hence for all ρ > 0). However, as observed above, ‖f‖Hsρ
is uniformly bounded precisely when f ∈ L2(Rn).
Definition 2.3. For any s > 0 we define the weighted Bergman space Bs(Ωρ) consisting of all
holomorphic functions F on Ωρ for which
‖F‖2Bs := ρ−n
∫
Ωρ
|F (x+ iy, ρ)|2
(
1− |y|
2
ρ2
)s−1
+
dx dy <∞.
Proposition 2.4. Let f ∈ Hsρ(Rn) and u(x, ρ) = ρsf ∗ ϕs,ρ(x) be the solution to the extension
problem (
∆+ ∂2ρ +
1− s
ρ
∂ρ)u(x, ρ) = 0, u(x, 0) = f(x), x ∈ Rn, ρ > 0.
Then the solution has a holomorphic extension u(z, ρ) to Ωρ and belongs to the weighted Bergman
space Bs(Ωρ).
Proof. We begin by noting that the solution can also be written as (see [4])
u(x, ρ) = (2pi)−n
21−s/2
Γ(s/2)
∫
Rn
f̂(ξ)(ρ|ξ|)s/2Ks/2(ρ|ξ|)eix·ξd ξ.
It follows from the asymptotic properties of Ks/2 (see (2.5) and (2.6)) that for each ρ the function
u(x, ρ) extends to the domain Ωρ as a holomorphic function. Then by the Plancherel theorem for
the Fourier transform, we have
(2.9)
∫
Rn
|u(x+ iy, ρ)|2dx = (2pi)−n 2
2−s
Γ(s/2)2
∫
Rn
|f̂(ξ)|2(ρ|ξ|)s(Ks/2(ρ|ξ|))2e2y·ξdξ.
Recall that the Fourier transform of (1− |y|2)α−1+ is explicitly known:∫
Rn
(1− |y|2)α−1+ e−iy·ξdy = cn,α|ξ|−α−n/2+1Jα+n/2−1(|ξ|)
where cn,α := (2pi)
n/2Γ(α)2α−1. As the Bessel functions extend to C as entire functions, it follows
that
(2.10) ρ−n
∫
Rn
(ρ2 − |y|2)s−1+ e2y·ξdy = cn,sρ2(s−1)(2ρ|ξ|)−s−n/2+1Is+n/2−1(2ρ|ξ|).
Multiplying both sides of (2.9) by ρ−n
(
1 − |y|2ρ2
)s−1
+
, integrating with respect to y and making
use of (2.10) we have
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(2.11) ρ−n
∫
|y|<ρ
∫
Rn
|u(x+ iy, ρ)|2
(
1− |y|
2
ρ2
)s−1
+
dx dy
= dn,s
∫
Rn
|f̂(ξ)|2(ρ|ξ|)s(Ks/2(ρ|ξ|))2
Is+n/2−1(2ρ|ξ|)
(2ρ|ξ|)s+n/2−1 dξ
where dn,s := cn,s(2pi)
−n 22−s
Γ(s/2)2
.
The above calculations show that when f ∈ Hsρ(Rn), the solution u(z, ρ) belongs to the weighted
Bergman space Bs(Ωρ). 
From the proof of Proposition 2.4 it is clear that we have equality of norms: ‖uρ‖2Bs = ‖f‖2Hsρ ,
where uρ(z) := u(z, ρ). This means that the map Tρ taking f into the holomorphic function uρ is
a constant multiple of an isometry.
Proposition 2.5. The map Tρ : Hsρ(Rn)→ Bs(Ωρ) is unitary.
Proof. Suppose we are given that u(z, ρ) is holomorphic on Ωρ and satisfies
ρ−n
∫
Rn
∫
Rn
|u(x+ iy, ρ)|2
(
1− |y|
2
ρ2
)s−1
+
dxdy ≤ C(ρ).
Then for almost all |y| < ρ the integral ∫
Rn
|u(x + iy, ρ)|2dx is finite. Without loss of generality
we can assume that
∫
Rn
|u(x, ρ)|2dx is finite. For any ϕ ∈ L2(Rn) whose Fourier transform is
compactly supported, the function
∫
Rn
u(a+ z, ρ)ϕ(a) da, which is holomorphic on Ωρ, agrees with∫
Rn
eib·zû(b, ρ)ϕ̂(b)db on Rn and hence∫
Rn
u(x+ iy, ρ)ϕ(x)dx =
∫
Rn
e−y·ξû(ξ, ρ)ϕ̂(ξ) dξ.
Consequently, we have
sup
ϕ̂∈C∞0 (Rn)
∣∣∣ ∫
Rn
e−y·ξû(ξ, ρ)ϕ̂(ξ)dξ
∣∣∣ = sup
ϕ̂∈C∞0 (Rn)
∣∣∣ ∫
Rn
u(x+ iy, ρ)ϕ(x) dx
∣∣∣
which simply means that ∫
Rn
|u(x+ iy, ρ)|2dx =
∫
Rn
e−2y·ξ|û(ξ, ρ)|2 dξ.
Integrating both sides with respect to the measure ρ−n
(
1− |y|2
ρ2
)s−1
+
dy and arguing as in (2.11), i.e.
by using (2.10), we get
(2.12) ρ−n
∫
Ωρ
|u(x+ iy, ρ)|2
(
1− |y|
2
ρ2
)s−1
+
dx dy = cn,s
∫
Rn
|û(ξ, ρ)|2 Is+n/2−1(2ρ|ξ|)
(2ρ|ξ|)s+n/2−1 dξ <∞.
We will make use of this identity in proving the unitarity of the map Tρ : Hsρ(Rn)→ Bs(Ωρ).
Since Tρ is an isometry all we need is to show that it is surjective. As the image of Hsρ(Rn) under
Tρ is closed, we only need to show that it is dense in Bs(Ωρ). To see this, suppose F ∈ Bs(Ωρ) is
such that ∫
Ωρ
F (z)Tρf(z)
(
1− |y|
2
ρ2
)s−1
+
dx dy = 0
for all f ∈ Hsρ. Taking (2.12) into account, if F (x) = g(x), x ∈ Rn, then
ρ−n
∫
Ωρ
|F (z)|2
(
1− |y|
2
ρ2
)s−1
+
dx dy = cn,s
∫
Rn
|ĝ(ξ)|2 Is+n/2−1(2ρ|ξ|)
(2ρ|ξ|)s+n/2−1 dξ.
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Polarising this identity and applying it to the pair (F, Tρf) we see that∫
Rn
ĝ(ξ)f̂(ξ)(ρ|ξ|)s/2Ks/2(ρ|ξ|)
Is+n/2−1(2ρ|ξ|)
(2ρ|ξ|)s+n/2−1 dξ = 0.
Consequently, g = 0 which in turn implies F = 0 (as F is holomorphic), proving the denseness of
the image of Hsρ(Rn) under Tρ in Bs(Ωρ). 
Remark 2.6. The weighted Bergman space Bs(Ωρ) in Definition 2.3 is a reproducing kernel Hilbert
space and hence possesses a kernelKρ(z, w) = Kρw(z) which is holomorphic in z and anti-holomorphic
in w such that Kρw ∈ Bs, and for all F ∈ Bs one has F (w) = (F,Kρw)Bs . The kernel Kρ(z, w) can
be calculated explicitly. Indeed, let g = Tρf be an element of Bs where f ∈ Hsρ. Then on the one
hand
(g,Kρw)Bs = g(w) = Tρf(w) = pi
−n/2Γ(
n+s
2 )
|Γ(s)| ρ
s
∫
Rn
f(y)(ρ2 + (w − y)2)−(n+s)/2dy.
On the other hand
(g,Kρw)Bs = (Tρf,K
ρ
w)Bs = (f, T
−1
ρ K
ρ
w)Hs .
Comparing the two expressions we see that
T−1ρ K
ρ
w(y) = pi
−n/2Γ(
n+s
2 )
|Γ(s)| ρ
s(ρ2 + (w − y)2)−(n+s)/2
and consequently
Kρ(z, w) = pi−n
Γ(n+s2 )
2
Γ(s)2
ρ2s
∫
Rn
(ρ2 + (w − y)2)−(n+s)/2(ρ2 + (z − y)2)−(n+s)/2 dy.
By taking Fourier transform we also have the formula
(2.13) Kρ(z, w) = (2pi)−n
22−s
Γ(s/2)2
∫
Rn
(ρ|ξ|)s(Ks/2(ρ|ξ|))2ei(w−z)·ξ dξ.
To see this it is enough to consider z and w real as the function is holomorphic in z and anti-
holomorphic in w. Then it is of the form ϕs,ρ ∗ ϕs,ρ(z −w, ρ) where ϕs,ρ is the generalised Poisson
kernel in (2.1). By Fourier inversion we get that the formula for Kρ(z, w) as the Fourier transform
of the Poisson kernel is given by the Macdonald function.
As Kρ(z, w) is the reproducing kernel, every element F ∈ Bρ satisfies the pointwise estimate
|F (z)| ≤ ‖F‖BsKρ(z, z)1/2. Indeed,
|F (z)| = |〈F,Kρz 〉Bs | ≤ ‖Kρz ‖Bs‖F‖Bs = 〈Kρz ,Kρz 〉1/2Bs ‖F‖Bs = ‖F‖BsKρ(z, z)1/2
and hence by the definition of the reproducing kernel (2.13),
|F (z)|2 ≤ (2pi)−n 2
2−s
Γ(s/2)2
‖F‖2Bs
∫
Rn
(ρ|ξ|)s(Ks/2(ρ|ξ|))2e2y·ξ dξ.
Integrating in polar coordinates we have
|F (z)|2 ≤ Cn,s‖F‖2Bs
∫ ∞
0
(ρr)s(Ks/2(ρr))
2 In/2−1(2r|y|)
(2r|y|)n/2−1 r
n−1 dr.
We observe that there is an explicit formula for the above integral: indeed, [26, p. 402, 2.16.45, 6]
gives∫ ∞
0
(ρr)s(Ks/2(ρr))
2 In/2−1(2r|y|)
(2r|y|)n/2−1 r
n−1 dr
=
1
2n/2+1
√
pi
Γ(n/2 + s)Γ((n + 2)/2)
Γ((n+ s+ 1)/2)
ρ−n2F1
(n
2
+ s,
n+ s
2
,
n+ s+ 1
2
;
|y|2
ρ2
)
, |y| < ρ.
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We are now ready to state and prove the following theorem on solutions of the extension problem.
Theorem 2.7. A solution of the extension problem is of the form u(x, ρ) = f ∗ ρsϕs,ρ(x) for some
f ∈ L2(Rn) if and only if for each ρ > 0, u(·, ρ) extends to Ωρ as a holomorphic function, belongs
to Bs(Ωρ) and satisfies the uniform estimate ‖u(·, ρ)‖Bs ≤ C for all ρ > 0.
Proof. Let us first assume that u(x, ρ) = f ∗ ρsϕs,ρ(x) for some f ∈ L2(Rn). We have already
proved in Proposition 2.5 that when f ∈ Hsρ(Rn) the solution u = Tρf belongs to Bs(Ωρ) and
‖uρ‖2Bs = ‖f‖2Hsρ ≤ C‖f‖22. This proves the direct part of the theorem.
We now take up the converse. Let us now suppose that u(z, ρ) ∈ Bs for each ρ > 0 be such that
ρ−n
∫
Ωρ
|u(z, ρ)|2
(
1− |y|
2
ρ2
)s−1
+
dx dy ≤ C.
In view of (2.12) we see that û(ξ, ρ) is a locally integrable function. From (2.8) it follows that the
function v(ξ, ρ) defined by û(ξ, ρ) = v(ξ, ρ)(ρ|ξ|)s/2Ks/2(ρ|ξ|) satisfies the uniform estimates∫
Rn
|v(ξ, ρ)|2(1 + |ξ|)−(n+1)/2dξ ≤ C
∫
Rn
|v(ξ, ρ)|2wρ(ξ)dξ = C
∫
Rn
|û(ξ, ρ)|2 Is+n/2−1(2ρ|ξ|)
(2ρ|ξ|)s+n/2−1 dξ ≤ C
for all 0 < ρ ≤ 1. Consequently, there is a subsequence ρk tending to 0 and a function g ∈
L2(Rn, (1 + |ξ|)−(n+1)/2dξ) such that v(·, ρk)→ g as k →∞ weakly in L2(Rn, (1 + |ξ|)−(n+1)/2dξ).
If f is the tempered distribution defined by f̂ = g it then follows that f ∈ Hsρ(Rn) for every ρ > 0.
Moreover, for any Schwartz class function ϕ,∫
Rn
u(x, ρk)ϕ(x)dx =
∫
Rn
û(ξ, ρk)ϕ̂(ξ) dξ =
∫
Rn
v(ξ, ρk)(ρk|ξ|)s/2Ks/2(ρk|ξ|)ϕ̂(ξ) dξ
from which we conclude that u(·, ρk) converges to f in the sense of distributions.
If we further assume that u(x, ρ) is a solution of the extension problem then for any Schwartz
class function ϕ we have∫
Rn
−∆u(x, ρ)ϕ(x)dx =
(
∂2ρ +
1− s
ρ
∂ρ
)∫
Rn
u(x, ρ)ϕ(x) dx
which by Plancherel theorem leads to the equation∫
Rn
|ξ|2û(ξ, ρ)ϕ̂(ξ) dξ = (∂2ρ + 1− sρ ∂ρ)
∫
Rn
û(ξ, ρ)ϕ(ξ) dξ.
Thus we see that û(ξ, ρ) satisfies the equation
|ξ|2û(ξ, ρ) =
(
∂2ρ +
1− s
ρ
∂ρ
)
û(ξ, ρ).
Any solution of the above equation can be written as a linear combination of two linearly indepen-
dent solutions (see [4, Lemma 2.3]):
û(ξ, ρ) = a(ξ)(ρ|ξ|)s/2Ks/2(ρ|ξ|) + b(ξ)(ρ|ξ|)s/2Is/2(ρ|ξ|).
As we have proved that u(·, ρk) converges to the tempered distribution f as ρk goes to zero, for
any ϕ ∈ C∞0 (Rn) we have (f̂ , ϕ) = c
∫
Rn
a(ξ)ϕ(ξ) dξ as (ρk|ξ|)s/2Ks/2(ρk|ξ|) goes to a constant and
(ρk|ξ|)s/2Is/2(ρk|ξ|) goes to zero. Thus the distribution f̂ is given by the function c a and so we
have ∫
Rn
û(ξ, ρ)ϕ(ξ) dξ =
∫
Rn
(
f̂(ξ)(ρ|ξ|)s/2Ks/2(ρ|ξ|) + b(ξ)(ρ|ξ|)s/2Is/2(ρ|ξ|)
)
ϕ(ξ) dξ.
This means u(x, ρ) = ρsf ∗ ϕs,ρ(x) + u1(x, ρ) where
u1(x, ρ) = (2pi)
−n
∫
Rn
eix·ξb(ξ)(ρ|ξ|)s/2Is/2(ρ|ξ|) dξ.
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As Is/2(ρ|ξ|) has exponential growth, the convergence of the integral defining u1 imposes severe
restrictions of b. Our aim is to show that b = 0 under the hypothesis on u. Using the hypothesis on
u and the relation (2.12) we conclude that u1 ∈ Bs(Ωρ) and∫
Rn
|b(ξ)|2(ρ|ξ|)sIs/2(ρ|ξ|)2
Is+n/2−1(2ρ|ξ|)
(2ρ|ξ|)s+n/2−1 dξ ≤ C.
In view of the exponential growth of Is/2(ρ|ξ|) this is possible only if b = 0. Thus u(x, ρ) =
ρsf ∗ ϕs,ρ(x) and the hypothesis gives∫
Rn
|f̂(ξ)|2wρ(ξ) dξ ≤ C.
By taking limit as ρ tends to zero we obtain f ∈ L2(Rn) and this completes the proof of the
theorem.

2.2. Holomorphic extensions of eigenfunctions of ∆g. We now consider the real hyperbolic
space H = G/K where G = SOe(n, 1) and K = SO(n). Here SOe(n, 1) is the identity component
of the group SO(n, 1). Eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on H (more generally on
non-compact Riemannian symmetric spaces) have been characterised in the literature as Poisson
integrals. In the case of H, the Iwasawa decomposition G = NAK is given by N = Rn, K = SO(n)
and A = R+. Thus we can identify H with the upper half-space R
n+1
+ = R
n × R+ equipped with
the Riemannian metric g = ρ−2(|dx|2 + dρ2).
We denote by ∆g the Laplace-Beltrami operator associated to this metric. As this operator
does not behave well with conformal change of metrics, we replace this with the new operator
Lg(w) = −∆gw − n2−14 w, which is conformally covariant. By letting g0 = ρ2g and making use of
the conformal covariant property of Lg we calculate (see e.g. [8])
Lgw = ρ
n+3
2 Lg0(ρ
−n−1
2 w) = −ρn−12 ρ2(∆ + ∂2ρ)(ρ−
n−1
2 w).
A simple calculation shows that
Lg = −ρ2
(
∆w + ∂2ρ
)
w + (n− 1)ρ∂ρw − n
2 − 1
4
w.
As −∆g = Lg + n2−14 , the eigenfunction equation
−∆gw = γ(n− γ)w, γ = (s+ n)/2
becomes
Lgw = −ρ2(∆ + ∂2ρ)w + (n− 1)ρ∂ρw =
(n2 − s2
4
)
w.
Defining u = ρ−
n−s
2 w we easily check that w satisfies the above equation if and only if u satisfies
the equation (
∆+ ∂2ρ +
1− s
ρ
∂ρ
)
u = 0.
This establishes the connection between certain eigenfunctions of ∆g and solutions of the extension
problem.
For any λ ∈ C which is not a pole of Γ(n−iλ2 ) we consider the kernels
Pλ(x, ρ) = pi−n/2
Γ(n−iλ2 )
Γ(−iλ) ρ
n−iλ
2 (ρ2 + |x|2)−n−iλ2 ,
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which play the role of the Poisson kernels when H is identified with the group S = NA, N = Rn,
A = R+. Using these kernels, we can define the Helgason Fourier transform and prove the basic
results in harmonic analysis. For example, the spherical functions ϕλ(x, ρ) on H are given by
ϕλ(x, ρ) =
∫
Rn
Pλ(x− u, ρ)P−λ(u, 1)du.
From the above representation, it is easy to prove the following property which is crucial in the
study of Fourier transform on H
(2.14) ϕλ((y, r)
−1(x, ρ)) =
∫
Rn
Pλ(x− u, ρ)P−λ(y − u, r)du.
Recalling that the group law on S = Rn ×R+ is given by (x, r)(x′, r′) = (x+ rx′, rr′), the identity
(2.14) can be easily verified by making a change of variables in the integral defining ϕλ. Indeed,
ϕλ((y, r)
−1(x, ρ)) = ϕλ((−r−1y, r−1)(x, ρ)) = ϕλ(−r−1y + r−1x, r−1ρ)
=
∫
Rn
Pλ((−y + x)r−1 − u,−1 rρ)P−λ(u, 1) du,
and perform the change of variables u 7→ (u− y)/r to conclude the proof of the claim.
Given a reasonable function f on Rn we define its Poisson transform by the equation
Pλf(x, ρ) =
∫
Rn
Pλ(x− y, ρ)f(y)P−λ(y, 1)du.
In view of the discussion in Subsection 2.1 and due to the connection between eigenfunctions and
solutions to the extension problem just described at the beginning of this subsection, the Poisson
transform Pλf is an eigenfunction of the hyperbolic Laplacian: ∆g(Pλf) = −14(n2+λ2)Pλf . Recall
the definition of the tube domain Ωρ in (2.2) and the weighted Bergman space in Definition 2.3.
We can now prove the following result on eigenfunctions of the hyperbolic Laplacian ∆g as a
corollary of Theorem 2.7.
Theorem 2.8. An eigenfunction w(x, ρ) of the Laplacian ∆g with eigenvalue −14(n2 − s2) is the
Poisson integral Pisf with f ∈ L2(Rn, (1 + |y|2)−n+sdy) if and only if w(x, ρ) extends to Ωρ as a
holomorphic function, belongs to Bs(Ωρ) and satisfies the estimate ‖w(·, ρ)‖Bρ ≤ Cρ(n−s)/2 for all
ρ > 0.
Proof. If we let w(x, ρ) = Pisf(x, ρ) it follows that u(x, ρ) = ρ−
(n−s)
2 w(x, ρ) = ρsg ∗ ϕs,ρ(x) where
g(y) = f(y)P−is(y, 1). Observe that g ∈ L2(Rn) if and only if f ∈ L2(Rn, (1 + |y|2)−n+sdy). The
theorem follows immediately from Theorem 2.7.

3. Eigenfunctions on complex hyperbolic spaces
In this section we consider eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the complex
hyperbolic space X = G/K where G = SU(n + 1, 1) and K = SU(n). Here SU(n) is the special
unitary group, that is, the Lie group of n×n unitary matrices with determinant 1. As explained in
the Introduction, it is known that the eigenfunctions holomorphically extend to a domain called the
crown domain in the complexification XC of X. As in the case of real hyperbolic case we identify
X with a solvable group S = NA where G = NAK is the Iwasawa decomposition. And as in the
case of real hyperbolic space, we treat X as the solvable group NA and consider eigenfunctions
w(n, a) written in the coordinates n ∈ N and a ∈ A. In this setting we can fix a and consider the
holomorphic extension of w(·, a) to a domain in the complexification of N. We are going to show
in this context similar results to what we have proved in Section 2 for the real hyperbolic space.
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3.1. Solvable extension of the Heisenberg group. In the case of the complex hyperbolic space,
the Iwasawa decomposition of G = SU(n + 1, 1) is explicitly given by N = Hn, K = SU(n) and
A = R+. Here H
n is the Heisenberg group Hn = Cn ×R equipped with the group law
(3.1) (z, ξ)(z′, ξ′) =
(
z + z′, ξ + ξ′ +
1
2
Im(z · z¯′)),
where z, z′ ∈ Cn and ξ, ξ′ ∈ R. We will often use real coordinates: thus identifying Hn with R2n+1
and considering coordinates (x, u, ξ) we can write the group law as
(x, u, ξ)(y, v, η) =
(
x+ y, u+ v, ξ + η +
1
2
(u · y − v · x)),
where x, u, y, v ∈ Rn and ξ, η ∈ R. Note that Im ((x+ iu) · (y− iv)) = u · y− v · x = [(x, u)(y, v)] is
the symplectic form on R2n.
Let us recall that the convolution of f with g on Hn is defined by
f ∗ g(x) =
∫
Hn
f(xy−1)g(y) dy, x, y ∈ Hn.
With x = (z, ξ) and y = (z′, ξ′) the above takes the form
f ∗ g(z, ξ) =
∫
Hn
f
(
(z, ξ)(−z′,−ξ′))g(z′, ξ′) dz′ dξ′.
Let fλ stand for the inverse Fourier transform of f in the last variable ξ
(3.2) fλ(z) =
∫ ∞
−∞
f(z, ξ)eiλξ dξ.
A simple computation shows that
(3.3) (f ∗ g)λ(z) =
∫
Cn
fλ(z − z′)gλ(z′)e i2 Im(z·z¯′)dz′.
The convolution appearing on the right hand side is called the λ-twisted convolution and is denoted
by fλ ∗λ gλ(z).
Observe that the center of this group is given by Z = {0} × R. Along with Z, the following one
parameter subgroups
Γj = {(tej , 0) : t ∈ R}, Γn+j = {(itej , 0) : t ∈ R}, j = 1, 2, .., n
give rise to (2n + 1) left invariant vector fields in the usual way. These are explicitly given by
(3.4) Xj =
∂
∂xj
+
1
2
uj
∂
∂ξ
, Yj =
∂
∂uj
− 1
2
xj
∂
∂ξ
, T =
∂
∂ξ
.
These vector fields form a basis for the Heisenberg Lie algebra hn. It is easily checked that the only
non-trivial Lie brackets in hn are given by [Xj , Yj] = T as all other brackets vanish. The second
order operator L = −∑nj=1(X2j + Y 2j ), known as the sublaplacian, plays the role of Laplacian ∆
for the group Hn. Though not elliptic this operator shares several properties with its counterpart
∆ on Rn.
The group Hn admits a family of automorphisms indexed by R+ and given by the non-isotropic
dilations δr(z, a) = (rz, r
2a). With respect to these dilations, the vector fields Xj, Yj , T are homo-
geneous of degree one and L is homogeneous of degree 2. Recall that a fundamental solution for ∆
on Rn is given by a constant multiple of |x|−n+2, n 6= 2. In the same way, a fundamental solution
for L is given by a constant multiple of |(z, ξ)|−Q+2 where Q = 2n + 2 and |(z, ξ)|4 = |z|4 + 16ξ2.
The function (z, ξ) → |(z, ξ)| is known as the Koranyi norm, which is homogeneous of degree one
with respect to the dilations δr.
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The quantity Q = 2n + 2 is known as the homogeneous dimension for the following reason.
The group Hn turns out to be unimodular and the Haar measure is simply given by the Lebesgue
measure dz dξ on Cn × R. For f ∈ L1(Hn) we have∫
Hn
f(δr(z, ξ)) dz dξ = r
−Q
∫
Hn
f(z, ξ) dz dξ.
Moreover, on the Koranyi sphere K1 = {(z, ξ) : |(z, ξ)| = 1} there exists a measure dσ so that the
Haar measure on Hn has the polar decomposition∫
Hn
f(z, ξ) dz dξ =
∫ ∞
0
( ∫
K1
f(δr(z, ξ))dσ(z, ξ)
)
rQ−1 dr.
By defining σr on the sphere Kr = {(z, ξ) : |(z, ξ)| = r} by the prescription∫
Kr
f(z, ξ)dσr =
∫
K1
f(δr(z, ξ))dσ
we can write the polar decomposition in the form∫
Hn
f(z, ξ) dz dξ =
∫ ∞
0
(∫
Kr
f(z, ξ)dσr(z, ξ)
)
rQ−1dr.
As R+ acts on H
n as automorphisms, we can form the semi-direct product S = Hn × R+. The
group law in S is given by
(z, ξ, ρ)(w, η, ρ′) = ((z, ξ)δ√ρ(w, η), ρρ′) =
(
z +
√
ρw, ξ + ρη +
1
2
√
ρ Im(z · w¯), ρρ′).
This group turns out to be a solvable group which is non-unimodular. Indeed, the left Haar measure
on S is ρ−n−2 dz dξ dρ whereas the right Haar measure is ρ−1 dz dξ dρ. The Lie algebra s of the Lie
group S can be identified with R2n+1×R. An easy calculation shows that the vector fields E0 = ρ∂ρ,
Ej =
√
ρXj , En+j =
√
ρYj for j = 1, 2, ..., n and E2n+1 = ρT are left invariant. The non zero Lie
brackets are given by
[E0, Ej ] =
1
2
Ej, [E0, En+j ] =
1
2
En+j, [E0, E2n+1] = E2n+1.
Equipping s with the standard inner product on R2n+2 these 2n + 2 vector fields can be made to
form an orthonormal basis for s. This induces a Riemannian metric on s.
The Laplace-Beltrami operator on the Riemannian manifold S can be expressed in terms of the
vector fields Ej . Indeed, we have
∆S =
2n+1∑
j=0
E2j − (n+ 1)E0 = −ρL+ ρ2∂2ξ + (ρ∂ρ)2 − (n + 1)ρ∂ρ.
Recalling the expressions for the vector fields Xj and Yj in (3.4) we have the more explicit formula
∆S = ρ
(
∆R2n +
1
4
(|x|2 + |u|2)∂2ξ −
n∑
j=1
(
xj
∂
∂uj
− uj ∂
∂xj
)
∂ξ
)
+ ρ2∂2ξ + (ρ∂ρ)
2 − (n+ 1)ρ∂ρ.
As in the case of the hyperbolic Laplacian ∆g on R
n×R+ we now consider the following eigenvalue
problem
−∆SW˜ (x, u, ξ, ρ) = γ(n+ 1− γ)W˜ (x, u, ξ, ρ), γ = 1
2
(n+ 1 + s), s > 0.
We define W and U in terms of W˜ as follows:
W˜ (x, u, ξ, ρ) = ρ
n+1−s
2 W (x, u, ξ, ρ) = ρ
n+1−s
2 U(2−1/2(x, u), 2−1ξ,
√
2ρ).
An easy calculation establishes the following relation.
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Proposition 3.1. Let s > 0. The function W˜ is an eigenfunction of the Laplace-Beltrami operator
∆S with eigenvalue −γ(n+ 1− γ), γ = 12(n+ 1 + s) if and only if the function U defined as
W˜ (x, u, ξ, ρ) = ρ
n+1−s
2 U(2−1/2(x, u), 2−1ξ,
√
2ρ)
satisfies the equation
(3.5)
(− L+ ∂2ρ + 1− 2sρ ∂ρ + 14ρ2∂2ξ )U(x, u, ξ, ρ) = 0.
We will make use of this connection between eigenfunctions of ∆S and solutions U of the equa-
tion (3.5). The holomorphic properties of W (and W˜ ) follow from that of U. By studying solutions
of the equation (3.5) with certain initial conditions, we will show that the solutions extend holo-
morphically to certain domains in the complexification of the Heisenberg group, which is naturally
identified with C2n+1. Such a connection then allows us to interpret the results as properties of
eigenfunctions of ∆S .
3.2. An extension problem for the sublaplacian on Hn and the Gutzmer formula. By
the extension problem for the sublaplacian L on Hn we mean the following initial value problem,
for s > 0:
(3.6)
(− L+ ∂2ρ + 1− 2sρ ∂ρ + 14ρ2∂2ξ )U(x, u, ξ, ρ) = 0, U(x, u, ξ, 0) = f(z, ξ).
As remarked earlier, the coordinates on Hn will be denoted by (x, u, ξ). This change of notation is
necessitated since we have to complexify the variables x, u and ξ. The extension problem (3.6) has
been studied extensively in the literature, see the works by Frank et al. [11], Mo¨llers et al. [22] and
the authors [28]. A solution of this problem is explicitly given by (see e.g. [28, Theorem 1.2])
U(x, u, ξ, ρ) = ρ2sf ∗Φs,ρ(x, u, ξ), x, u ∈ Rn, ξ ∈ R, ρ > 0
where the kernel Φs,ρ is
(3.7) Φs,ρ(x, u, ξ) =
2n+1+s
pin+1Γ(s)
Γ
(n+ 1 + s
2
)2(
(ρ2 + |x|2 + |u|2)2 + 16ξ2)−n+1+s2 .
We make the observation that Φs,ρ(x, u, ξ) has a holomorphic extension to C
n ×Cn ×R as (below
Cn,s is the constant in (3.7))
Φs,ρ(z, w, ζ) = Cn,s
(
(ρ2 + z2 +w2)2 + 16ζ2
)−(n+1+s)/2
, z = x+ iy, w = u+ iv, ζ = ξ + iη
where z2 = (x+ iy)2 =
∑n
j=1(xj + iyj)
2 (and analogously for w and ζ) provided
|y|2 + |v|2 + 4|η| < ρ2.
Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that under suitable condition on f , the function U(x, u, ξ, ρ)
can be holomorphically extended to certain domain in Cn × Cn × C. However, this domain has to
be invariant under translations by elements of Hn. We will show that for f ∈ L2(Hn) the solution
U defined above holomorphically extends to the domain Ωρ/4 where
(3.8) Ωr =
{
(z, w, ζ) ∈ C2n+1 :
∣∣ Im(z, w, ζ − 1
4
(zw¯ − wz¯))
∣∣ < r}.
In order to proceed further, we need to recall the spectral decomposition of the sublaplacian L.
We begin by defining the scaled Laguerre functions of type n− 1
ϕλk(z) = L
n−1
k
(1
2
|λ||z|2
)
e−
1
4
|λ||z|2.
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Here Ln−1k are the Laguerre polynomials of type n− 1, see [31, Chapter 1.4] for the definition and
properties. Moreover, we use the notation
ϕλk(x, u) := L
n−1
k
(1
2
|λ|(x2 + u2)
)
e−
1
4
|λ|(x2+u2),
and the definition above remains valid for x, u ∈ Cn. Let dµ(λ) = (2pi)−n−1|λ|n dλ, which plays the
role of the Plancherel measure for Hn. For any f ∈ L2(Hn) we have the decomposition
(3.9) f(x, u, ξ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
e−iλξ
( ∞∑
k=0
fλ ∗λ ϕλk(x, u)
)
dµ(λ)
where fλ(x, u) stands for the inverse Fourier transform of f in the last variable as defined in (3.2)
and, by (3.3),
fλ ∗λ ϕλk(x, u) =
∫
R2n
fλ(x− a, u− b)ϕλk(a, b)e
i
2
λ(u·a−x·b) da db.
In view of the fact that the functions eiλξϕλk(x, u) are eigenfunctions of the sublaplacian with
eigenvalues (2k + n)|λ|, the expression in (3.9) gives the spectral decomposition of f in terms of
eigenfunctions of the sublaplacian. The Plancherel theorem then reads as∫
Hn
|f(x, u, ξ)|2dx du dξ = cn
∫ ∞
−∞
( ∞∑
k=0
‖fλ ∗λ ϕλk‖22
)
dµ(λ)
for an explicit constant cn. Under some assumptions on the decay of ‖fλ ∗λ ϕλk‖2 as a function of k,
the function f will extend to Cn ×Cn ×C as a holomorphic function. It is then natural to ask for
a formula for the L2(Hn) norm of the extended function. An answer to this question is provided
by the so called Gutzmer’s formula.
Let Gn be the Heisenberg motion group, that is the semi-direct product Gn = H
n⋉U(n), where
U(n) is the group of n× n complex unitary matrices acting on Hn by the automorphisms
σ · (x, u, ξ) = (σ · (x, u), ξ), σ ∈ U(n).
The Heisenberg motion group acts on Hn in the following way:
(x, u, ξ, σ)(x′, u′, ξ′) =
(
(x, u) + σ · (x′, u′), ξ + ξ′ + 1
2
Imσ · (x′ + iu′)(x+ iu))).
This action has a natural extension to Cn × Cn × R. Let dg stand for the Haar measure on Gn.
Theorem 3.2 ([32] Theorem 4.2). Let F be an entire function on C2n+1 and let f stand for the
restriction of F to Hn. Then we have the identity∫
Gn
|F (g · (z, w, ζ))|2dg = cn
∫ ∞
−∞
eλ(u·y−v·x)e2λη
( ∞∑
k=0
‖fλ ∗λ ϕλk‖22
k!(n − 1)!
(k + n− 1)!ϕ
λ
k(2iy, 2iv)
)
dµ(λ)
under the assumption that either the left hand side or the right hand side is finite.
We would like to apply Gutzmer’s formula to the holomorphic extension U(z, w, ζ, ρ) of the
solution U = ρ2sf ∗ Φs,ρ of the extension problem. To do this it is convenient to work with the
functions
(3.10) ϕs,δ(z, a) =
(
(δ +
1
4
|z|2)2 + a2
)−n+1+s
2
, z = x+ iu.
Observe that
(3.11) Φs,ρ(z, a) =
2−(n+1+s)
pin+1Γ(s)
Γ
(n+ 1 + s
2
)2
ϕs,δ(z, a)
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with δ = 14ρ
2. We are therefore led to compute fλ ∗λ ϕλs,δ ∗λ ϕλk . As ϕλs,δ is radial, we can write
ϕλs,δ(z) = (2pi)
−n|λ|n
∞∑
k=0
cλk,δ(s)ϕ
λ
k(z)
and the twisted convolution ϕλs,δ ∗λ ϕλk is a constant multiple of ϕλk , i.e.,
ϕλs,δ ∗λ ϕλk = cncλk,δ(s)ϕλk(z).
Hence it is enough to calculate the Laguerre coefficients cλk,δ(s) of ϕ
λ
s,δ(z). These constants are
explicitly known and are given in terms of the auxiliary function defined, for a, b ∈ R+ and c ∈ R,
as
L(a, b, c) =
∫ ∞
0
e−a(2x+1)xb−1(1 + x)−cdx.
Proposition 3.3 ([9] Lemma 3.8, [27] Proposition 3.2). For any δ > 0 and 0 < s < n+12 we have
cλk,δ(s) =
(2pi)n+1|λ|s
Γ(n+1+s2 )
2
L
(
δ|λ|, 2k + n+ 1 + s
2
,
2k + n+ 1− s
2
)
.
Thus we see that if Uρ(x, u, ξ) := U(x, u, ξ, ρ) = ρ
2sf ∗Φs,ρ(x, u, ξ) then
Uλρ ∗λ ϕλk(x, u) =
2−(n+1+s)
pin+1Γ(s)
Γ
(n+ 1 + s
2
)2
ρ2sc
λ/4
k,ρ2
(s)fλ ∗λ ϕλk(x, u).
Hence the task boils down to studying the convergence of the integral (by considering (z, w, ζ) =
(iy, iv, η))
(3.12) ρ4s
∫ ∞
−∞
e2λη
( ∞∑
k=0
‖fλ ∗λ ϕλk‖22
k!(n− 1)!
(k + n− 1)! (c
λ/4
k,ρ2
(s))2ϕλk(2iy, 2iv)
)
dµ(λ).
We denote the integrand in (3.12) by Fλ(y, v, η). In order to study the convergence of the integral∫
|h|<ρ Fλ(h)dh where |h| stands for the homogeneous norm for h ∈ Hn, we need to investigate the
growth of ∫
|(y,v,η)|<ρ
e2ληϕλk(2iy, 2iv)dy dv dη
and the decay of c
λ/4
k,ρ2
(s) as functions of k and λ. These estimates are done in the next subsection.
3.3. Estimates on Laguerre functions and the coefficients cλk,δ(s). Recall from Subsection 3.1
that the homogeneous norm of (x, u, ξ) ∈ Hn is given by |(x, u, ξ)|4 = (|x|2 + |u|2)2 + 16ξ2. The
Haar measure on Hn has a polar decomposition: there exists a measure σr on the Koranyi sphere
Kr = {(y, v, η) ∈ Hn : |(y, v, η)| = r} such that∫
Hn
f(z, a)dz da =
∫ ∞
0
∫
Kr
f(z, a)dσr(z, a) r
Q−1dr.
Moreover, σr = δrσ1, where δrϕ(z, ξ) = ϕ(rz, r
2ξ). If we let µr stand for the surface measure on
the sphere Sr = {(z, 0) ∈ Hn : |z| = r} and δt for the Dirac measure on R supported at the point t,
then the measure µr,t = µr ∗ δt is supported on the set Sr,t = {(z, t) ∈ Hn : |z| = r}. The measure
σr can be expressed in terms of the measures µr,t as follows (see [10]):
σr =
Γ
(
n+1
2
)
√
piΓ
(
n
2
) ∫ pi/2
−pi/2
µr
√
cos θ, 1
4
r2 sin θ (cos θ)
n−1 dθ.
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Integrating the function in (3.12) using polar coordinates, we are reduced to proving that∫ ∞
−∞
( ∞∑
k=0
‖fλ ∗λ ϕλk‖22(cλ/4k,ρ2(s))2ψλk (r)
)
dµ(λ) <∞
where
(3.13) ψλk (r) =
k!(n − 1)!
(k + n− 1)!
∫
|(y,v,η)|=r
e2ληϕλk(2iy, 2iv)dσr(y, v, η).
From the definition of σr it follows that∫
Kr
f(y, v,−η)dσr =
∫
Kr
f(y, v, η) dσr
and consequently
(3.14) ψλk (r) =
1
2
k!(n − 1)!
(k + n− 1)!
∫
|(y,v,η)|=r
cosh(2λη)ϕλk(2iy, 2iv) dσr(y, v, η).
In view of the expression for σr in terms of µr,t we see that
(3.15) ψλk (r) =
Γ
(
n+1
2
)
√
piΓ
(
n
2
) k!(n − 1)!
(k + n− 1)!
∫ pi/2
−pi/2
e
1
2
λr2 sin θϕλk(2ir
√
cos θ)(cos θ)n−1dθ
where we have written
ϕλk(2ir
√
cos θ) = Ln−1k (−2|λ|r2 cos θ)e|λ|r
2 cos θ.
By combining (3.14) and (3.15), we also have
ψλk (r) =
1
2
Γ
(
n+1
2
)
√
piΓ
(
n
2
) k!(n − 1)!
(k + n− 1)!
∫ pi/2
−pi/2
cosh
(1
2
λr2 sin θ
)
ϕλk(2ir
√
cos θ)(cos θ)n−1 dθ.
From this expression it follows that ψλk (r) is an increasing function of r. Indeed, as L
α
k (−s) =∑k
j=0 ck,js
k with non-negative coefficients, the integrand in the above expression for ψλk (r) is an
increasing function of r, which proves that ψλk (r) itself is increasing in r.
In order to estimate ψλk (r) we need certain asymptotic properties of the Laguerre functions similar
to the estimates obtained in the proof of [32, Proposition 3.2]. Such inequalities are based on the
Perron’s estimate [29, Theorem 8.22.3], valid for large k when s < 0 (the error has a uniform bound
for s ≤ −c, c > 0),
(3.16) Lαk (s) =
1
2
pi−1/2es/2(−s)−α/2−1/4kα/2−1/4e2(−ks)1/2(1 +O(k−1/2)),
which is valid for s in the complex plane cut along the positive real axis. The asymptotic properties
of Laguerre polynomials in the complex domain lead us to the first estimate.
Lemma 3.4. As (2k + n)|λ| → ∞, we have the estimate
|ψλk (r)| ≤ Cne
1
2
|λ|r2e2r
√
(2k+n)|λ|.
We also have the following lower bound: for any small δ > 0 and |λ|r2 ≥ 1,
|ψλk (r)| ≥ Cn(δ)e
1
2
sin(pi/4−δ)|λ|r2e2r cos(pi/4+δ)
√
(2k+n)|λ|((2k + n)|λ|)−(2n−1)/4.
Proof. The upper bound follows from the asymptotic property of the Laguerre polynomials stated
in (3.16). Indeed, by (3.16), making use of the fact that Lαk (−s), s > 0 is an increasing function of
s we get the estimate
(3.17) ϕλk(2ir
√
cos θ) ≤ Cδ(2|λ|r2)−
n−1
2
− 1
4k
n−1
2
− 1
4 e2r
√
2k|λ|
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valid for |λ|r2 ≥ δ > 0 and θ ∈ (−pi/2, pi/2). In order to estimate ϕλk(2ir
√
cos θ) for |λ|r2 ≤ δ we
make use of the formula (see [29, (5.6.5)])
Lαk (s) =
(−1)kpi−1/2
Γ(α+ 1/2)
Γ(k + α+ 1)
Γ(2k + 1)
∫ 1
−1
(1− t2)α−1/2H2k(
√
st)dt, α > −1/2
which expresses Laguerre polynomials in terms of Hermite polynomials. The asymptotic properties
of Hermite polynomials in the complex plane are given in [29, (8.22.7)], from which we have
Γ(k + 1)
Γ(2k + 1)
es
2/2|H2k(is)| ≤ Cδe
√
(4k+1)s, |s| ≤ δ.
This leads to the estimate
(3.18) ϕλk(2ir
√
cos θ) ≤ CδΓ(k + n)
Γ(k + 1)
e2r
√
(2k+1/2)|λ|
∫ 1
−1
(1− t2)n−3/2e|λ|r2(1−t2)dt
valid for |λ|r2 ≤ δ and θ ∈ (−pi/2, pi/2). Combining (3.17) and (3.18) we obtain
k!(n − 1)!
(k + n− 1)!ϕ
λ
k(2ir
√
cos θ) ≤ Ce2r
√
(2k+n)|λ|.
Recalling the definition of ψλk (r) we get the stated upper bound.
On the other hand, for any δ > 0 small enough, we get the following lower bound using the
asymptotic property stated in (3.16): under the assumption that |λ|r2 ≥ 1,
ψλk (r) ≥
Γ
(
n+1
2
)
√
piΓ
(
n
2
) k!(n − 1)!
(k + n− 1)!
∫ pi/4+δ
pi/4−δ
e
1
2
λr2 sin θϕλk(2ir
√
cos θ)(cos θ)n−1dθ
≥ Cn k!(n − 1)!
(k + n− 1)!e
1
2
sin(pi/4−δ)|λ|r2
∫ pi/4+δ
pi/4−δ
ϕλk(2ir
√
cos θ)(cos θ)n−1dθ
≥ Cn(δ)e
1
2
sin(pi/4−δ)|λ|r2e2r(cos(pi/4+δ)
√
(2k+n)|λ|((2k + n)|λ|)−(2n−1)/4.
The proof is complete.

In the next lemma we obtain good estimates on the coefficients cλk,δ(s).
Lemma 3.5. For 0 < s ≤ 1/2, ρ > 0 and λ ∈ R, we have the following two estimates, as
(2k + n)|λ| → ∞,
c
λ/4
k,ρ2
(s) ≤ Cn,sρ−2se−
1
2
ρ
√
(2k+n+1−s)|λ|, cλ/4
k,ρ2
(s) ≤ Cn,sρ−2se−
1
4
|λ|ρ2 .
Combining the above two estimates, we have, for any 0 < γ < 1/2,
(c
λ/4
k,ρ2
(s))2 ≤ Cn,sρ−4se−2γρ
√
(2k+n+1−s)|λ|e−
1
2
(1−2γ)|λ|ρ2 .
Proof. We write L(a, b, c) in terms of the confluent hypergeometric function of second type U(a, b, c)
as follows (see [9, p. 19])
L(a, b, c) = e−aΓ(b)U(b, b− c+ 1, 2a).
Let us call α := (n+1+ s)/2, β := (n+1− s)/2. Take a = δ|λ|, b = k+α, c = k+β, then we have
(3.19) L(δ|λ|, k + α, k + β) = e−δ|λ|Γ(k + α)U(k + α,α − β + 1, 2δ|λ|).
On the other hand, the following asymptotic properties of U(a, b, z) are known (see [25, 13.8.8],
also [30]): when a→∞ and b ≤ 1 fixed,
(3.20)
U(a, b, x) =
2ex/2
Γ(a)
(√
2
γ
tanh
(w
2
)(1− e−w
γ
)−b
γ1−bK1−b(2γa) + a−1
(a−1 + γ
1 + γ
)1−b
e−2γaO(1)
)
,
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where w = arccosh(1 + (2a)−1x), and γ = (w+ sinhw)/2. Since in (3.20) we have b = α− β +1 =
s+ 1 > 1, we use the transformation (see [25, 13.2.40])
U(a, b, z) = z1−bU(a− b+ 1, 2− b, z).
Then,
(3.21) U(k + α,α− β + 1, 2δ|λ|) = (2δ|λ|)−sU(k + β, 1− s, 2δ|λ|).
So, as k →∞, in view of (3.19), (3.21) and (3.20)
L(δ|λ|, k + α, k + β) = e−δ|λ|Γ(k + α)(2δ|λ|)−s 2e
δ|λ|
Γ(k + β)
×
(√
2
γ
tanh
(w
2
)(1− e−w
γ
)s−1
γsKs(2γ(k + β)) +
1
k + β
((k + β)−1 + γ
1 + γ
)s
e−2γ(k+β)O(1)
)
,
where we chose, in (3.20), a := k + β, b := 1− s and x := δ|λ|, so that we have coshw = 1 + x2a =
1 + δ|λ|k+β , and
2γ = w + sinhw = arccosh
(
1 +
δ|λ|
k + β
)
+ sinh
(
arccosh
(
1 +
δ|λ|
k + β
))
.
We will first show that γa ≥ c√ax for some c > 0 as a tends to infinity, or equivalently that
γ(k + β) ≥ c
√
(k + β)δ|λ| as k tends to infinity. It is enough to prove aγ2x ≥ c2. Consider
(3.22)
aγ2
x
=
1
x
x
2(coshw − 1)
(w + sinhw)2
4
=
1
8
(w + sinhw)2
(coshw − 1) .
Then
1
8
(w + sinhw)2
(coshw − 1) ≥
1
8
sinh2 w
coshw − 1 =
1
8
sinhw
tanh w2
=
1
4
cosh2
w
2
≥ 1
4
.
Thus our claim is proved with c = 12 , i.e., we have proved that
(3.23) γa ≥ 1
2
√
ax.
Observe that we could do even a bit better. Indeed, observe that, when k →∞ and δ and |λ| are
fixed, we have that w → 0, so that γ ∼ w ∼ sinhw. Then, in (3.22) we can write
1
8
(w + sinhw)2
(coshw − 1) ∼
1
2
(sinhw)2
(coshw − 1) =
1
2
(sinhw)2
tanh w2
= cosh2
w
2
∼ 1.
Now we will estimate the terms in front of K1−b(2γa) and e−2γa (i.e. Ks and e−2γ(k+β)). On one
hand, in view of (3.23),
a−1 + γ
1 + γ
=
(γa)−1 + 1
γ−1 + 1
≤ (γa)−1 + 1 ≤ 2(√ax)−1 + 1.
Therefore, a−1
(a−1+γ
1+γ
)s ≤ a−1(2(√ax)−1 + 1)s. So, as ax→ +∞,
(3.24) a−1
(a−1 + γ
1 + γ
)s
e−2γa ≤ a−1e−2γa ≤ a−1e−
√
ax.
Again we could also get a lower bound with a pay of a−s. Indeed,
a−1 + γ
1 + γ
≥ a−1 1
1 + γ
≥ ca−1,
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since γ → 0 as a→∞. Thus, altogether (observe the difference with the upper bound (3.24)),
a−1
(a−1 + γ
1 + γ
)s
e−2γa ≥ a−1a−se−2γa ∼ a−1−se−2
√
ax.
On the other hand, it remains to take care of the term in front of K1−b(2γa):√
2
γ
tanh
(w
2
)(1− e−w
γ
)s−1
γs.
By the Taylor expansions of sinhw and e−w, we have that w ∼ sinhw ∼ 1 − e−w. Hence, γ =
w + sinhw ∼ w as a→ +∞. Moreover,
tanh
(w
2
)
=
1− e−w
1 + e−w
≤ 1− e−w ∼ w.
From here, we conclude that
(3.25)
√
2
γ
tanh
(w
2
)(1− e−w
γ
)s−1
∼ C, as a→ +∞.
Finally, since K1−b(2γa) ∼ e−2γa(2γa)−1/2 as a→ +∞, we have
(3.26) γse−2γa(2γa)−1/2 = 2−s
(2γa)s
as
e−2γa(2γa)−1/2 ≤ (√ax)s−1/2a−se−2γa ≤ a−se−
√
ax
where we have used the fact that 2γa ≥ √ax, ax→∞ as (2k + n)|λ| → ∞ and s ≤ 1/2. Observe
that here we are getting an upper bound. So, in view of (3.24), (3.25) and (3.26), we get
L(δ|λ|, k + α, k + β) ≤ CΓ(k + α)
Γ(k + β)
(2δ|λ|)−s
[e−√(2k+n+1−s)δ|λ|
(k + β)s
+
e−
√
(2k+n+1−s)δ|λ|
k + β
]
,
thus, as k → +∞, taking into account the asymptotics for the quotient of Gamma functions
Γ(k+x)
Γ(k+y) ∼ kx−y, we conclude
L(δ|λ|, k+α, k+β) ≤ C(k+β)s(2δ|λ|)−s 1
(k + β)s
e−
√
(2k+n+1−s)δ|λ| = C(δ|λ|)−se−
√
(2k+n+1−s)δ|λ|.
From here and in view of Proposition 3.3 we obtain
(3.27) c
λ/4
k,ρ2
(s) ≤ Cn,sρ−2se−
1
2
ρ
√
(2k+n+1−s)|λ|.
We also have the estimate
L(δ|λ|, k + α, k + β) = e−δ|λ|
∫ ∞
0
e−2δ|λ|ttk+α−1(1 + t)−k−βdt
≤ e−δ|λ|
∫ ∞
0
e−2δ|λ|tts−1dt = Γ(s)(2δ|λ|)−se−δ|λ|.
This gives another estimate
(3.28) c
λ/4
k,ρ2
(s) ≤ Cρ−2se− 14 |λ|ρ2 .
Combining the two estimates (3.27) and (3.28) for c
λ/4
k,ρ2
we get
(c
λ/4
k,ρ2
(s))2 ≤ Cρ−4se− 12ρ
√
(2k+n+1−s)|λ|e−
1
4
|λ|ρ2 .
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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3.4. Certain L2 spaces of holomorphic functions. We now consider a domain in Cn×Cn×C
with the key property that it is invariant under the action of the Heisenberg motion group Gn. For
each r > 0, recall the definition in (3.8)
Ωr =
{
(z, w, ζ) = (x+ iy, u+ iv, ξ + iη) : (|y|2 + |v|2)2 + 16(η − 1
2
(u · y − v · x))2 < r4}.
Let us first check that Ωr is indeed invariant under the action of Gn. When g = (x
′, u′, ξ′) ∈ Hn we
have
g · (z, w, ζ) = (x′, u′, ξ′)(z, w, ζ) = (x′ + x+ iy, u′ + u+ iv, ξ′ + ξ + iη + 1
2
(u′ · z − x′ · w)).
Therefore,
(|y|2+|v|2)2+16(η+1
2
(u′ ·y−x′ ·v)− 1
2
(u+u′)·y−(x+x′)·v)2 = (|y|2+|v|2)2+16(η− 1
2
(u·y−v ·x))2
which proves that g · (z, w, ζ) ∈ Ωr whenever (z, w, ζ) ∈ Ωr. We need to check the same for
g = (0, σ) ∈ Gn, σ ∈ U(n). The action of σ = a + ib on Cn × Cn × C is given by σ · (z, w, ζ) =
(az − bw, aw + bz, ζ). In real coordinates, we have
σ · (x+ iy, u+ iv, ξ + iη) = ((ax− bu) + i(ay − bv), (au+ bx) + i(av + by), ξ + iη).
Thus we need to check that
(|(ay − bv)|2 + |(av + by)|2)2 + 16
(
η − 1
2
(
(au+ bx) · (ay − bv)− (ax− bu) · (av + by)))2
is the same as (|y|2 + |v|2)2 + 16(η − 12 (u · y − v · x))2. As
(ay − bv) + i(av + by) = (a+ ib)(y + iv) = σ · (y + iv)
with σ ∈ U(n) it is clear that |(ay − bv)|2 + |(av + by)|2 = |y|2 + |v|2. If we let [(x, u), (y, v)] =
(u · y − v · x) stand for the symplectic form on R2n (see Subsection 3.1), it can be checked that
[σ · (x, u), σ · (y, v)] = [(x, u), (y, v)] and consequently
(au+ bx) · (ay − bv)− (ax− bu) · (av + by) = [σ · (x, u), σ · (y, v)] = [(x, u), (y, v)].
Definition 3.6. Consider O(C2n+1), the space of all holomorphic functions on C2n+1 and equip it
with the L2 norm
(3.29) ‖F‖2 =
∫
Ωρ
∣∣F (z, w, ζ)∣∣2 dz dw dζ.
We will denote by H˜(Ωρ) the completion of O(C2n+1) with respect to the norm (3.29).
It is easy to see that H˜(Ωρ) ⊂ O(Ωρ)∩L2(Ωρ). Indeed, if F ∈ H˜(Ωρ), then there exists a sequence
{Fj} with Fj ∈ O(C2n+1) such that∫
Ωρ
|Fj(z, w, ζ) − F (z, w, ζ)|2 dz dw dζ → 0 as j →∞.
By the mean value property of holomorphic functions
Fj(z, w, ζ) =
1
|Dδ(z, w, ζ)|
∫
Dδ(z,w,ζ)
Fj(z
′, w′, ζ ′) dz′ dw′ dζ ′,
where Dδ(z, w, ζ) := Bδ(z)× Bδ(w) ×Bδ(ζ) is a polydisc contained in Ωρ, and we can check that,
for K ⊂ Ωρ compact,
sup
K⊂Ωρ
|Fj(z, w, ζ)| = sup
(z,w,ζ)∈K
1
|Dδ(z, w, ζ)|
∣∣∣ ∫
Dδ(z,w,ζ)
Fj(z
′, w′, ζ ′) dz′ dw′ dζ ′
∣∣∣
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≤ Cδ
(∫
Ωρ
|Fj(z′, w′, ζ ′)|2 dz′ dw′ dζ ′
)1/2
.
Hence Fj is uniformly Cauchy and converges to F over compact subsets. This shows that F is
holomorphic. Let us introduce one more space Hρ(Hn), a subspace of L2(Hn). We let
(3.30) Ψλk(ρ) = cn
∫ ρ
0
ψλk (r)r
Q−1 dr,
where ψλk (r) is the function already defined in (3.13). In other words,
(3.31) Ψλk(ρ) =
k!(n − 1)!
(k + n− 1)!
∫
|(y,v,η)|≤ρ
e2ληϕλk(2iy, 2iv)dy dv dη.
Definition 3.7. We say that f ∈ Hρ(Hn) if∫ ∞
−∞
( ∞∑
k=0
‖fλ ∗λ ϕλk‖22Ψλk(ρ)
)
dµ(λ) <∞
where Ψλk is the one in (3.31).
Theorem 3.8. Let ρ > 0. A function F from L2(Ωρ) belongs to H˜(Ωρ) if and only if its restriction
f belongs to Hρ(Hn). Moreover,∫
Ωρ
|F (z, w, ζ)|2 dz dw dζ = Cn
∫ ∞
−∞
( ∞∑
k=0
‖fλ ∗λ ϕλk‖22 Ψλk(ρ)
)
dµ(λ).
Proof. For F ∈ H˜(Ωρ) consider its norm squared∫
Ωρ
|F (z, w, ζ)|2 dz dw dζ =
∫
Hn
(∫
Ωρ(x,u,ξ)
|F (x+ iy, u+ iv, ξ + iη)|2 dy dv dη
)
dx du dξ
where
Ωρ(x, u, ξ) =
{
(y, v, η) : (|y|2 + |v|2)2 + 16(η − 1
2
[(x, u), (y, v)]
)2
< ρ4
}
.
By making a change of variables in η the above integral takes the form∫
Hn
(∫
Ωρ(0)
∣∣F (x+ iy, u+ iv, ξ + i(η + 1
2
[(x, u), (y, v)])
)∣∣2 dy dv dη) dx du dξ
=
∫
Hn
( ∫
Ωρ(0)
∣∣F ((x, u, ξ)(iy, iv, iη))∣∣2 dy dv dη) dx du dξ,
where we used that
(3.32) (x, u, ξ) · (iy, iv, iη) = (z, w, ζ + 1
4
(z · w¯ − w · z¯)) = (z, w, ζ + i
2
[(x, u), (y, v)]
)
,
which folllows from the definition (3.1). As the Lebesgue measure dy dv is invariant under the
change of variables (y, v)→ σ · (y, v), σ ∈ U(n), the last integral can be written as∫
Hn
(∫
U(n)
∫
Ωρ(0)
|F ((x, u, ξ)(iσ · (y, v), iη))|2 dy dv dη dσ
)
dx du dξ
which proves that∫
Ωρ
|F (z, w, ζ)|2 dz dw dζ =
∫
Ωρ(0)
(∫
Gn
|F (g · (iy, iv, iη)|2dg
)
dy dv dη.
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The inner integral can be evaluated using Gutzmer’s formula in Theorem 3.2, which gives∫
Gn
|F (g · (iy, iv, iη)|2dg = cn
∫ ∞
−∞
e2λη
( ∞∑
k=0
‖F λ ∗λ ϕλk‖22
k!(n − 1)!
(k + n− 1)!ϕ
λ
k(2iy, 2iv)
)
dµ(λ).
Since Ωρ(0) = {h ∈ Hn : |h| < ρ}, integrating in polar coordinates and recalling the definition of
Ψλk(ρ) in (3.31) we obtain∫
Ωρ
|F (z, w, ζ)|2 dz dw dζ = Cn
∫ ∞
−∞
( ∞∑
k=0
‖fλ ∗λ ϕλk‖22 Ψλk(ρ)
)
dµ(λ).
In order to prove the converse, we consider the full Laplacian on the Heisenberg group ∆ :=
−∂2ξ + L. Note that this is a non-negative operator. The holomorphic extension of solutions
of the heat equation associated to this operator has been studied in [19]. It is known that for
f ∈ L2(Hn) the function e−t∆f(x, u, ξ) has an entire extension to C2n+1 which we call Ft(z, w, ζ).
Then Gutzmer’s formula from Theorem 3.2 is valid and we have
(3.33)
∫
Gn
|Ft(g · (iy, iv, iη))|2 dg
= cn
∫ ∞
−∞
e2λη
( ∞∑
k=0
‖fλ ∗λ ϕλk‖22e−2tλ
2
e−2t(2k+n)|λ|
k!(n − 1)!
(k + n− 1)!ϕ
λ
k(2iy, 2iv)
)
dµ(λ).
The right hand side of (3.33) reads, after integration over Ωρ(0), in view of (3.31):
Cn
∫ ∞
−∞
( ∞∑
k=0
‖fλ ∗λ ϕλk‖22 e−2t(λ
2+(2k+n)|λ|)Ψλk(ρ)
)
dµ(λ).
The left hand side of (3.33) reads, after integration over Ωρ(0):∫
|(y,v,η)|<ρ
∫
U(n)
∫
Hn
|Ft((x, u, ξ, k) · (iy, iv, iη))|2 dx du dξ dkdy dv dη
=
∫
|(y,v,η)|<ρ
∫
U(n)
∫
Hn
|Ft((x, u, ξ) · (k(iy, iv), iη)|2 dx du dξ dk dy dv dη
=
∫
|(y,v,η)|<ρ
∫
Hn
∣∣∣Ft(z, w, ζ + i
2
[(x, u), (y, v)]))
∣∣∣2 dz dw dζ
where in the second equality we have used again the fact that the measure dy dv is invariant under
the action of the unitary group U(n) and (3.32). Thus we have proved the identity
(3.34)
∫
Ωρ
|Ft(z, w, ζ)|2 dz dw dζ = Cn,s
∫ ∞
−∞
( ∞∑
k=0
‖fλ ∗λ ϕλk‖22 e−2t(λ
2+(2k+n)|λ|)Ψλk(ρ)
)
dµ(λ).
Now let us take a sequence tj → 0 and call Fj := Ftj . In view of the identity (3.34) we write∫
Ωρ
∣∣∣Fj(z, w, ζ) − Fm(z, w, ζ)∣∣∣2 dz dw dζ
= cn
∫ ∞
−∞
( ∞∑
k=0
‖fλ ∗λ ϕλk‖22
∣∣e−2tjλ2e−2tj(2k+n)|λ| − e−2tmλ2e−2tm(2k+n)|λ|∣∣Ψλk(ρ))dµ(λ).
If we assume that the function f ∈ Hρ(Hn), it follows that Fj is Cauchy in L2(Ωρ) and hence
converges to an F ∈ H˜(Ωρ) which gives the holomorphic extension of f , since Ft → f in L2(Hn).
Moreover, by taking limit as t goes to zero in (3.34) we obtain the equality of norms. 
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3.5. Holomorphic extensions of solutions of the extension problem. Theorem 3.8 has two
interesting consequences. First of all, when F = e−t
√
∆f , for f ∈ L2(Hn), it follows that e−t
√
∆f ∈
Ht/√2(Hn). This is a consequence of the estimate (|λ|2 + (2k + n)|λ|) ≥ 12(|λ| +
√
(2k + n)|λ|)2
and the growth estimates on ψλk (r). We therefore have the following result on Poisson integrals
associated to ∆ on Hn. Compare this with the result obtained in [32].
Theorem 3.9. Fix t > 0. Then for any f ∈ L2(Hn) the function F = e−t
√
∆f extends to Ωt/
√
2 as
a holomorphic function F˜ and satisfies the estimate∫
Ωt/
√
2
|F˜ (z, w, ζ)|2 dz dw dζ ≤ C
∫
Hn
|f(x, u, ξ)|2dxdudξ.
The second consequence concerns the heat semigroup e−t∆, in which case we can do better.
When f ∈ L2(Hn) it is clear that F = e−t∆f belongs to Hρ(Hn) for any ρ > 0. Moreover, F
extends to C2n+1 as an entire function, see [19].
Theorem 3.10. Fix t > 0. Then for any f ∈ L2(Hn) the function F = e−t∆f has an entire
extension F˜ to C2n+1 and for each r > 0 there exists a constant C(r) such that∫
Ωr
|F˜ (z, w, ζ)|2 dz dw dζ ≤ C(r)
∫
Hn
|f(x, u, ξ)|2 dx du dξ.
Moreover, we also have∫
C2n+1
|F˜ (z, w, ζ)|2e− 2t | Im(z,w,ζ)|4 dz dw dζ ≤ C
∫
Hn
|f(x, u, ξ)|2 dx du dξ.
Proof. The proof, in Theorem 3.8, that F has a holomorphic extension F˜ ∈ H˜(Ωr) actually gives
the identity∫
Hn
(∫ τ
0
∫
|b|=r
|F˜ (a+ ib)|2rQ−1 dσr(b) dr
)
da
= Cn
∫ ∞
−∞
( ∞∑
k=0
‖F λ ∗λ ϕλk‖22
∫ τ
0
ψλk (r)r
Q−1 dr
)
dµ(λ).
Differentiating the above with respect to τ we obtain the following identity, valid for any r > 0:
(3.35)
∫
Hn
( ∫
|b|=r
|F˜ (a+ ib)|2dσr(b)
)
da = Cn
∫ ∞
−∞
( ∞∑
k=0
‖fλ ∗λ ϕλk‖22wλk (r)
)
dµ(λ)
where wλk (r) = e
−2t|λ|2e−2t((2k+n)|λ|)ψλk (r). In view of the estimate for ψ
λ
k (r) proved in Lemma 3.4,
by maximising the factors e−2t|λ|2e
1
2
|λ|r2 and e−2t((2k+n)|λ|)e2r
√
(2k+n)|λ| separately, we can easily
verify that
(3.36) wλk (r) ≤ Ce
r2
2t e
r4
32t ≤ Ce r
4
t .
Integrating the identity (3.35) with respect to the measure rQ−1e−
2
t
r4dr and using the estimate on
wλk(r) we complete the proof. 
Using the estimates proved in Lemma 3.5 on the function c
λ/4
k,ρ2
(s) we can now prove the following
result on solutions of the extension problem (3.6). Recall the function Φs,ρ(·) in (3.7).
Theorem 3.11. For 0 < s ≤ 1/2, let U(·, ρ) = ρ2sf ∗ Φs,ρ(·) where f ∈ L2(Hn). Then for any
0 < γ ≤ −1 + √2 the solution of the extension problem (3.6) extends to Ωγρ as a holomorphic
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function U˜ , belongs to H˜(Ωγρ) and satisfies the uniform estimate ‖U˜ (·, ρ)‖H˜(Ωγρ) ≤ CρQ/2‖f‖2 for
all ρ > 0.
Proof. Let us suppose that the solution of the extension problem is given by U(x, u, ξ, ρ) = ρ2sf ∗
Φs,ρ(x, u, ξ) for some f ∈ L2(Hn). With the notation Uρ(x, u, ξ) := U(x, u, ξ, ρ) we have the relation
Uλρ ∗λ ϕλk(x, u) =
2−(n+1+s)
pin+1Γ(s)
Γ
(n+ 1 + s
2
)2
ρ2sc
λ/4
k,ρ2
(s)fλ ∗λ ϕλk(x, u).
Taking (3.30) into account and in view of the estimates proved in Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 it follows
that
(3.37) ρ4s(c
λ/4
k,ρ2
(s))2Ψλk(γρ) ≤ CρQe
1
2
γ2|λ|ρ2e−
1
2
(1−2γ)|λ|ρ2
which is bounded by CρQ since γ2 ≤ 1− 2γ under the assumption on γ. This proves that∫ ∞
−∞
( ∞∑
k=0
‖Uλρ ∗λ ϕλk‖22 Ψλk(γρ)
)
dµ(λ) ≤ CρQ
∫ ∞
−∞
( ∞∑
k=0
‖fλ ∗λ ϕλk‖22
)
dµ(λ) = CρQ‖f‖22.
By Theorem 3.8 the solution U(x, u, ξ, ρ) extends to Ωγρ as a holomorphic function U˜ρ(z, w, ζ) and
we have the desired estimate. 
In using the estimate (3.37) we have neglected the Gaussian factor e−
1
2
(1−2γ−γ2)|λ|ρ2 when proving
Theorem 3.11. By keeping track of these factors we can actually prove the holomorphic extension
of the solution under weaker assumptions on f. With this in mind, let us define
(3.38) wλk (ρ, r) = ρ
4s(c
λ/4
k,ρ2
(s))2ψλk (r).
As in the proof of Theorem 3.10, we obtain the following identity valid for any 0 < r ≤ γρ:∫
Hn
( ∫
|b|=r
|U˜ρ(a+ ib)|2dσr(b)
)
da = Cn,s
∫ ∞
−∞
( ∞∑
k=0
‖fλ ∗λ ϕλk‖22 wλk (ρ, r)
)
dµ(λ).
This suggests the introduction of a new space.
Definition 3.12. For s, γ > 0, we define the space Hsγ,ρ(Hn) as the completion of C∞0 (Hn) with
respect to the norm
‖f‖2Hsγ,ρ =
∫ ∞
−∞
( ∞∑
k=0
‖fλ ∗λ ϕλk‖22 wλk (ρ, γρ)
)
dµ(λ).
We also introduce the following Hardy type space.
Definition 3.13. For s, γ > 0, we define the space H˜2(Ωγρ) consisting of holomorphic functions
on Ωγρ for which
‖F˜‖2
H˜2(Ωγρ)
= sup
0<r<γρ
∫
Hn
(∫
|b|=r
|F˜ (a+ ib)|2dσr(b)
)
da <∞.
In view of (3.35), Theorem 3.11 and the fact that ψλk (r) is an increasing function of r we observe
that, for solutions of the extension problem,
‖U˜ρ‖2H˜2(Ωγρ) =
∫
Hn
( ∫
|b|=γρ
|U˜ρ(a+ ib)|2 dσγρ(b)
)
da
provided 0 < γ < −1 + √2. With these notations, the proof of the Theorem 3.11 leads to the
following result, which is the analogue of Proposition 2.5.
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Theorem 3.14. For 0 < s ≤ 1/2, let U(·, ρ) = ρ2sf ∗ Φs,ρ(·) where f ∈ Hsγ,ρ(Hn). Then for any
0 < γ ≤ −1 + √2 the solution of the extension problem (3.6) extends to Ωγρ as a holomorphic
function U˜(·, ρ), belongs to H˜2(Ωγρ) and satisfies the estimate ‖U˜(·, ρ)‖H˜2(Ωγρ) = Cs‖f‖Hsγ,ρ(Hn) for
all ρ > 0. Moreover, the map Tρ : Hsγ,ρ(Hn)→ H˜2(Ωγρ) taking f into U˜(·, ρ) is surjective.
Proof. We only need to prove the surjectivity of the map Tρ. As it is a constant multiple of an
isometry it has closed range. Hence it is enough to show that the range is dense. By polarising
(3.35) we obtain, for F,G ∈ H˜2(Ωγρ)∫
Hn
(∫
|b|=r
F (a+ ib)G(a + ib)dσr(b)
)
da = Cn
∫ ∞
−∞
( ∞∑
k=0
〈fλ ∗λ ϕλk , gλ ∗λ ϕλk〉L2(Cn)wλk (r)
)
dµ(λ)
where f and g are the restrictions of F and G respectively to Hn. If G is orthogonal to the range
of Tρ then for any f ∈ Hsγ,ρ(Hn) we have∫ ∞
−∞
( ∞∑
k=0
〈fλ ∗λ ϕλk , gλ ∗λ ϕλk〉L2(Cn)wλk (ρ, r)
)
dµ(λ) = 0
for all 0 < r ≤ γρ, where wλk (ρ, r) is the weight in (3.38). As f is arbitrary, this forces g to vanish
on Hn and hence G = 0. This proves the density of the range. 
We can now state and prove the following analogue of Theorem 2.7 for solutions of the extension
problem on the Heisenberg group.
Theorem 3.15. A solution of the extension problem is of the form U(x, u, ξ, ρ) = ρ2sf ∗Φs,ρ(x, u, ξ)
for some f ∈ L2(Hn) if and only if there exists γ > 0 such that for each ρ > 0, U(·, ρ) extends
to Ωγρ as a holomorphic function U˜(·, ρ), belongs to H˜(Ωγρ) and satisfies the uniform estimate
‖U˜(·, ρ)‖H˜(Ωγρ) ≤ CρQ/2‖f‖2 for all ρ > 0.
Proof. The direct part of the theorem follows from Theorem 3.11 in view of the estimates on
wλk(ρ, γρ) in (3.36). To prove the converse, let U be a solution of the extension problem which has
a holomorphic extension U˜ satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem. Then, for any fixed ρ0 and
any 0 < r ≤ γρ0, 0 < ρ ≤ ρ0, we have
‖U˜ρ‖2H˜(Ωr) = Cs
∫ ∞
−∞
( ∞∑
k=0
‖Uλρ ∗λ ϕλk‖22Ψλk(r)
)
dµ(λ) ≤ CρQ0 ‖f‖22.
Thus in view of Theorem 3.8 we can conclude that there exists a subsequence ρk → 0 and fρ0 ∈
Hr(Hn) such that U(·, ρk) → fρ0 in Hr(Hn). As Hρ1(Hn) ⊂ Hρ0(Hn) for ρ0 < ρ1, it follows that
f is independent of ρ0. The proof will be complete if we show that U(·, ρ) = ρ2sf ∗ Φs,ρ(·) is the
unique solution of the extension problem.
Thus we have to prove the following uniqueness result for solutions of the extension problem:
Suppose Uρ(·) := U(·, ρ) satisfies the equation(− L+ ∂2ρ + 1− 2sρ ∂ρ + 14ρ2∂2ξ )Uρ(x, u, ξ) = 0, in Hn × R+,
with initial condition U(·, ρ) → 0 as ρ → 0. If we further assume that Uρ has a holomorphic
extension to Ωγρ and satisfies the uniform estimates ‖U˜(·, ρ)‖H˜(Ωγρ) ≤ CρQ/2‖f‖2 for all ρ > 0,
then U = 0.
We now proceed to prove this claim. By expanding Uρ(x, u, ξ) as
Uρ(x, u, ξ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
e−iλξ
( ∞∑
k=0
Uλρ ∗λ ϕλk(x, u)
)
dµ(λ)
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and making use of the fact that for any f ∈ L2(Hn)
L(e−iλξfλ ∗λ ϕλk) = ((2k + n)|λ|)e−iλξfλ ∗λ ϕλk ,
we see that, for any g ∈ L2(Hn) and λ 6= 0 the function ψk,λ(ρ) := 〈Uλρ ∗λ ϕλk , gλ ∗λ ϕλk〉 is a solution
to the ODE {(− (2k + n)|λ|+ ∂2ρ + (1−s)ρ ∂ρ − 14ρ2λ2)ψk,λ(ρ) = 0, ρ > 0,
ψk,λ(0) = 0.
We also observe that for any ϕ ∈ L2(R) we have the uniform estimate∣∣∣ ∫ ∞
−∞
ψk,λ(ρ)ϕ(λ)dµ(λ)
∣∣∣ ≤ ‖ϕ‖L2(R)‖g‖L2(Hn)‖Uρ‖L2(Hn) ≤ CρQ/2‖f‖2.
It is enough to show that ψk,λ(ρ) = 0 for all k ∈ N, λ 6= 0 and ρ > 0. Observe that φk,λ(ρ) =
ψk,λ(
√
2ρ) solves{(− (2k + n)|λ|+ ρ∂2ρ + (1− s)∂ρ − ρλ2)φk,λ(ρ) = 0, ρ > 0,
φk,λ(0) = 0.
We are reduced to find a solution φk,λ(ρ) to the above ODE in the variable ρ, such that φk,λ(ρ)→ 0
as ρ→ 0 and satisfying the estimate
(3.39)
∣∣∣ ∫ ∞
−∞
φk,λ(ρ)ϕ(λ)dµ(λ)
∣∣∣ ≤ CρQ/2.
By taking φk,λ(ρ) = e
−|λ|ρgk(2|λ|ρ), the equation for φk,λ is equivalent to the following equation
for gk(r), with r := 2|λ|ρ
rg
′′
k (r) + (1− s− r)g′k(r)−
2k + n+ 1− s
2
gk(r) = 0
and another transform gk(r) = r
shk(r) leads to
(3.40) rh
′′
k(r) + (1 + s− r)h′k(r)−
2k + n+ 1 + s
2
hk(r) = 0.
The boundary condition becomes
(3.41) lim
ρ→0
φk,λ(ρ) = lim
ρ→0
e−|λ|ρgk(2|λ|ρ) = lim
ρ→0
e−|λ|ρ(2|λ|ρ)shk(2|λ|ρ) = 0
and the uniform estimate (3.39) reads as
(3.42)
∣∣∣ ∫ ∞
−∞
e−|λ|ρ(2|λ|ρ)shk(2|λ|ρ)ϕ(λ)dµ(λ)
∣∣∣ ≤ CρQ/2.
Equation (3.40) is a Kummer’s equation and it has two linearly independent functionsM(a, b, r)
and V (a, b, r) where a = 12(2k + n+ 1 + s) and b = 1 + s, see [1, Chapter 13] and also [11, Lemma
5.2]. Thus
hk(r) = C1V (a, b, r) + C2M(a, b, r).
As r →∞ the function M has the asymptotic property
M(a, b, r) =
Γ(b)
Γ(a)
erra−b(1 +O(r−1))
which along with the condition (3.42) forces C2 = 0. As r → 0 we have
r−1+bV (a, b, r) =
Γ(b− 1)
Γ(a)
+ o(1)
which forces C1 = 0 because of the initial condition (3.41). Thus hk(r) = 0. This completes the
proof of the uniqueness and hence the theorem is completely proved. 
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3.6. Holomorphic extensions of eigenfunctions of ∆S. Using the connection between eigen-
functions W˜ of ∆S and solutions U of the extension problem in Proposition 3.1, we can deduce
holomorphic properties of W˜ from Theorem 3.15. Thus we see that for any f ∈ L2(Hn) the function
W˜ (z, w, ζ, ρ) = 2sρ
n+1+s
2 f ∗ Φs,√2ρ(2−1/2z, 2−1/2w, 2−1ζ)
is holomorphic on the domain Ω2γ√ρ, belongs to H˜(Ω2γ√ρ) and satisfies the uniform estimate
‖W˜ (·, ρ)‖H˜(Ω2γ√ρ) ≤ Csρ
(Q−s)/2‖f‖2.
As in the case of the real hyperbolic space we can restate the above in terms of Poisson integrals
on the solvable group S. Let us recall here the functions (3.10) and (3.11). By defining
ϕs,δ(x, u, ξ) =
(
(δ +
1
4
|(x, u)|2)2 + ξ2)−n+1+s2
we observe that Φs,ρ can be written in terms of ϕs,δ as
Φs,ρ(x, u, ξ) =
2−(n+1+s)
pin+1Γ(s)
Γ
(n+ 1 + s
2
)2
ϕs,δ(x, u, ξ)
with δ = 14ρ
2. In other words,
(3.43) Φs,
√
2ρ(2
−1/2x, 2−1/2u, 2−1ξ) =
Γ(n+1+s2 )
2
pin+1Γ(s)
ϕs,ρ(x, u, ξ).
Now we define f˜(x, u, ξ) = f(2−1/2x, 2−1/2u, 2−1ξ), an easy calculation shows that
W˜ (x, u, ξ, ρ) = 2−(n+1−s)ρ
n+1+s
2
Γ(n+1+s2 )
2
pin+1Γ(s)
f˜ ∗ ϕs,ρ(x, u, ξ).
The kernels ϕiλ,ρ(x, u, ξ) defined for λ ∈ C are called generalised Poisson kernels and they occur
in the definition of the Helgason Fourier transform on the solvable group S. For f ∈ L1(S), its
Fourier transform is defined by
f̂(λ, (x, u, ξ)) =
∫ ∞
0
f(·, ρ) ∗ ϕiλ,ρ(x, u, ξ)ρ
n+1+iλ
2 ρ−n−2 dρ
for λ ∈ R, (x, u, ξ) ∈ Hn, we refer to Astengo et al. [3] for a comprehensible study of the Fourier
transform on solvable extensions of H-type groups. The inversion formula is given by
(3.44) f(x, u, ξ, ρ) = C
∫ ∞
−∞
ρ
n+1−iλ
2 f̂(λ, ·) ∗ ϕ−iλ,ρ(x, u, ξ)|c(λ)|2dλ
where c(λ) is the Harish-Chandra’s c-function. In view of the fact that f̂(λ, (x, u, ξ)) does not
reduce to the spherical Fourier transform of f when f is radial, it is convenient to work with the
normalised Helgason Fourier transform defined by
Hf(λ, (x, u, ξ)) = ((1 + 1
4
|(x, u)|2)2 + ξ2)−n+1+iλ2 f̂(λ, (x, u, ξ)).
Then the inversion formula (3.44) takes the following form:
f(x, u, ξ, ρ) = C
∫ ∞
−∞
ρ
n+1−iλ
2
(
ϕiλ,1(·)Hf(λ, ·)
) ∗ ϕ−iλ,ρ(x, u, ξ)|c(λ)|2 dλ.
This suggests that the right Poisson transform for the complex hyperbolic space viewed as the
solvable extension S of the Heisenberg group is given by
(3.45) Pλf(x, u, ξ, ρ) = ρ
n+1−iλ
2
(
ϕiλ,1(·)f(·)
) ∗ ϕ−iλ,ρ(x, u, ξ)
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where f is a function on Hn. From Theorem 3.15 we can deduce as an immediate corollary the
following characterisation of certain eigenfunctions of ∆S expressible as Poisson transforms of func-
tions on Hn.
Theorem 3.16. Let 0 < s < 1. An eigenfunction W˜ of the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆S on
S with eigenvalue −14((n + 1)2 − s2) can be expressed as the Poisson integral Pisf with f ∈
L2(Hn, (ϕ0,1(h))
2dh) if and only if there exists a γ > 0 such that W˜ (·, ρ) ∈ H˜(Ωγ√ρ) and sat-
isfies the uniform estimate ‖W˜ (·, ρ)‖H˜(Ωγ√ρ) ≤ Cρ
(Q−s)/2 for all ρ > 0.
As a final remark, we observe that the Poisson transform f → Pλf takes functions (distributions)
on Hn into eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆S with eigenvalues −14((n + 1)2 +
λ2). Adapted to our setting, the celebrated Helgason conjecture addresses the converse: is every
eigenfuction of ∆S the Poisson transform of a distribution on H
n? This conjecture has been solved
for all Riemannian symmetric spaces of non-compact type in the compact picture X = G/K.
However, in the context of general NA groups, the conjecture is still open.
4. Extension to H-type groups
In this section extend the results in Theorems 3.15 and 3.16 to H-type groups. The strategy
consists of using partial Radon transform in the central variable, reducing the problem to the case
of Heisenberg group, and deducing results on the general NA groups from the results of previous
section.
4.1. H-type Lie algebras and groups. A step two nilpotent Lie group N is said to be an H-
type group if its Lie algebra n is of H-type. A Lie algebra n is said to be an H-type Lie algebra if
we can write n as the direct sum v ⊕ z of two Euclidean spaces with a Lie algebra structure such
that z is the centre of n and for every unit vector v ∈ v the map ad(v) is a surjective isometry of
the orthogonal complement of ker(ad(v)) onto v. If n is such an H-type algebra we define a map
J : z→ End(v) by
(Jωv, v
′) = (ω, [v, v′]), ω ∈ z, v, v′ ∈ v.
It then follows that J2ω = −I whenever ω is a unit vector in z. We can therefore introduce a complex
structure on v using Jω. The Hermitian inner product on v is given by
〈v, v′〉ω = (v, v′) + i(Jωv, v′) = (v, ω) + i([v, v′], ω).
Thus when N is an H-type group, identifying N with its Lie algebra n, we write the elements of
N as (v, t), v ∈ v, t ∈ z. In view of the Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff formula, the group law takes
the form
(v, t)(v′, t′) = (v, t) + (v′, t′) +
1
2
[(v, t), (v′, t′)].
The best known example of an H-type group is the Heisenberg group Hn = R2n × R.
The Heisenberg groups play an important role in studying problems on H-type groups. This is
due to the fact that to every H-type Lie algebra n = v⊕ z and unit vector ω ∈ z we can associate a
Heisenberg Lie algebra hω as follows. Given a unit vector ω ∈ z, let k(ω) stand for the orthogonal
complement of ω in z. Then the quotient algebra n(ω) = n/k(ω) can be identified with v ⊕ R by
defining
[(v, ξ), (v′, ξ′)]ω = (0, [Jωv, v′]).
It is known (see [14, 24]) that this algebra is isomorphic to the Heisenberg algebra hn. We denote
the corresponding group by Hnω, of dimension (2n+ 1), which is isomorphic to H
n.
H-type groups were first introduced in [13]. A full discussion and more examples of H-type
groups can be found in [5, Chapter 18] and [14].
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4.2. The representation theory of H-type groups. Before describing the representation theory
of H-type groups, let us first recall some facts about irreducible unitary representations of the
Heisenberg groups Hn. It is well known that any irreducible unitary representation of Hn which is
nontrivial at the centre (namely on {0}×R) is unitarily equivalent to the Schro¨dinger representation
piλ, for a unique λ ∈ R∗ = R \ {0}. Here these representations piλ are all realised on L2(Rn) and
given explicitly by
piλ(z, ξ)ϕ(η) = e
iλξei(x·η+
1
2
x·u)ϕ(η + y)
where z = x + iu, ϕ ∈ L2(Rn). There is another family of one dimensional representations which
do not play any role in the Plancherel theorem. Hence we do not attempt to describe them.
The group Fourier transform of an L1(Hn) function f is defined to be the operator valued function
λ→ f̂(λ) given by
f̂(λ) =
∫
Hn
f(z, ξ)piλ(z, ξ) dz dξ.
Sometimes we use the notation piλ(f) instead of f̂(λ). Recalling the definition of piλ it is easy to
see that
f̂(λ) =
∫
Cn
fλ(z)piλ(z, 0) dz
where fλ was defined in (3.2). We will be using this notation without any further comments.
When f ∈ L1 ∩ L2(Hn) it can be easily verified that f̂(λ) is a Hilbert–Schmidt operator and we
have ∫
Hn
|f(z, ξ)|2 dz dξ = (2pi)−n−1
∫ ∞
−∞
‖f̂(λ)‖2HS|λ|n dλ.
The above equality of norms allows us to extend the definition of the Fourier transform to all
L2 functions. It then follows that we have Plancherel theorem: f → f̂ is a unitary operator
from L2(Hn) onto L2(R∗,S2, dµ) where S2 stands for the space of all Hilbert–Schmidt operators on
L2(Rn) and dµ(λ) = (2pi)−n−1|λ|ndλ is the Plancherel measure for the group Hn.
The connection between H-type Lie algebras and Heisenberg Lie algebras allows us to get a
quick picture of the representation theory of H-type groups. As in the case of the Heisenberg
groups, the irreducible unitary representations of H-type group N comes in two groups. As before
we neglect the one dimensional representations which are trivial on the centre of N . If pi is any
infinite dimensional irreducible representation of N , then its restriction to the centre has to be a
unitary character. This means that ∃λ ∈ R∗ and ω ∈ Sm−1, the unit sphere in the centre (identified
with Rm) such that pi(0, t) = eiλω·t Id. It can be shown that such a representation factors through
a representation of Hnω, the group introduced in Subsection 4.1. By making use of the Stone–von
Neumann theorem we can show that all infinite-dimensional irreducible unitary representations of
N are parametrised by (λ, ω), λ > 0, ω ∈ Sm−1. We denote such a representation by piλ,ω. It
follows that the restriction of piλ,ω to H
n
ω is unitarily equivalent to the Schro¨dinger representation
piλ.
4.3. The Radon transform. In order to study the extension problem for the sublaplacian on N
we will make use of the (partial) Radon transform in the central variable. It is therefore helpful to
collect some results on the Radon transform of a function f on Rm. Given f ∈ L1(Rm) its Radon
transform is a function on R× Sm−1 defined by
Rf(ξ, ω) =
∫
y·ω=ξ
f(y) dy =
∫
k(ω)
f(ξω + η) dη,
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where k(ω) is the orthogonal complement of ω and dη is the (m−1) dimensional Lebesgue measure.
We immediately see that
(4.1) f̂(λω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
Rf(ξ, ω)e−iλξdξ,
where here f̂ denotes the Fourier transform in the t variable. Consequently, the Radon transform
of f satisfies the equation ∫ ∞
−∞
Rf(ξ, ω)e−iλξdξ =
∫ ∞
−∞
Rf(ξ,−ω)eiλξdξ.
When f ∈ L1 ∩ L2(Rm) its Radon transform Rf(ξ, ω) needs not be in L2(R × Sm−1). However,
it is easily seen that the function R((−∆)(m−1)/4f)(ξ, ω) belongs to L2(R × Sm−1). This follows
from the Plancherel theorem for the Fourier transform and the relation (4.1). We will call Rmod :=
R(−∆)(m−1)/4 the modified Radon transform. For any F ∈ L2(R× Sm−1) we let F˜ (λ, ω) stand for
the Fourier transform of F in the ξ variable.
Proposition 4.1. The image of L2(Rm) under Rmod is a closed subspace of L
2(R × Sm−1). An
element F of L2(R × Sm−1) belongs to this subspace if and only if it satisfies the compatibility
condition
(4.2) F˜ (λ, ω) = F˜ (−λ,−ω).
Proof. When F = Rmodf , for f ∈ L2(Rm), it is clear that F˜ (λ, ω) = F˜ (−λ,−ω). It is also easy to
verify that ∫
Rm
|f(t)|2 dt = c
∫ ∞
0
∫
Sm−1
|Rmodf(ξ, ω)|2 dσ(ω) dλ.
The relation (4.1) allows us to reconstruct f from Rf(ξ, ω) leading to an inversion formula for the
Radon transform:
f(t) = (2pi)−m
∫ ∞
0
∫
Sm−1
R˜f(λ, ω)λm−1 dσ(ω) dλ.
Given F ∈ L2(R× Sm−1) which satisfies the compatibility condition (4.2), let us define f on Rm
by the prescription
(4.3) f(t) = (2pi)−m
∫ ∞
0
∫
Sm−1
eiλt·ωF˜ (λ, ω)λ(m−1)/2 dσ(ω) dλ.
Then it follows that f̂(λω) = F˜ (λ, ω)|λ|(1−m)/2 for any (λ, ω) ∈ R× Sm−1. Consequently, we have
R((−∆)(m−1)/4f)(ξ, ω) = F (ξ, ω).
Moreover, we also observe that∫ ∞
0
∫
Sm−1
|f̂(λω)|2λm−1 dσ(ω) dλ =
∫ ∞
0
∫
Sm−1
|F˜ (λ, ω)|2 dσ(ω) dλ
which simply means that f ∈ L2(Rm). Thus formula (4.3) provides us with an inversion formula
for the modified Radon transform.
Finally, we can show that the image is a closed subspace. To see this, let Fn = Rmodfn converge
to F in L2(R × Sm−1). In view of the inversion formula, we only need to verify the compatibility
condition (4.2). Under the assumption, F˜n(λ, ω) converges to F˜ (λ, ω) in L
2(R × Sm−1). Since
F˜n(λ, ω) = |λ|(m−1)/2f̂n(λω) = F˜n(−λ,−ω), it also converges to F˜ (−λ,−ω). Hence the compati-
bility condition (4.2). 
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In dealing with functions on the H-type group N , we will use specific notations for the different
Radon transforms introduced above. Given an integrable function f on N and ω ∈ Sm−1, we define
the (partial) Radon transform by
fω(x, u, ξ) =
∫
y·ω=ξ
f(x, u, y) dy =
∫
k(ω)
f(x, u, ξω + η) dη, x, u ∈ Rn, ξ ∈ R,
where dη is the (m−1)-dimensional Lebesgue measure on k(ω). From the definition, it follows that∫
Rm
e−iλω·tf(x, u, t)dt =
∫ ∞
−∞
e−iλξfω(x, u, ξ) dξ.
The compatibility condition reads as follows: the above equation gives
(4.4) f˜ω(x, u, λ) = f˜−ω(x, u,−λ)
where f˜ω(x, u, λ) stands for the Fourier transform of fω(x, u, ξ) in the ξ variable. Arguing as
above, we see that if we have a family of functions Fω(x, u, ξ) indexed by ω ∈ Sm−1 satisfying the
compatibility condition F˜ω(x, u, λ) = F˜−ω(x, u,−λ) and for which∫
Sm−1
∫
Hn
|Fω(x, u, ξ)|2 dx du dξ dσ(ω) <∞,
then the function f defined by
f(x, u, t) = (2pi)−m
∫ ∞
0
∫
Sm−1
eiλω·tF˜ω(x, u, λ)λ(m−1)/2 dσ dλ
satisfies the relation Rωf := ((−∆t)(m−1)/4f)ω = Fω. Observe that here we denote Rωf for the
modified partial Radon transform in the central variable.
For each ω, fω can be considered as a function on H
n
ω. The collection fω completely determines
f . Moreover, it can be verified that
(f ∗ g)ω = fω ∗ω gω
for two functions f, g ∈ L1(N). In the above, the convolution on the left is on the group N whereas
∗ω on the right stands for the convolution on the Heisenberg group Hnω. Using the above relation
and the connection between piλ,ω and piλ we can show that
piλ,ω(f) = piλ(fω), ω ∈ Sm−1, λ > 0.
The function fω does not belong to L
2(Hnω), but the modified Radon transform
Rωf(x, u, ξ) = ((−∆t)(m−1)/4f)ω = |∂ξ |(m−1)/2fω(x, u, ξ),
does for almost every ω. This is a consequence of the easily verified relation∫
Rm
|f(x, u, t)|2dt = c
∫
Sm−1
∫ ∞
0
|(R˜ωf)(x, u, λ)|2dσ(ω) dλ.
From piλ,ω(f) = piλ(fω), we also obtain piλ(Rωf) = |λ|(m−1)/2piλ(fω) for ω ∈ Sm−1, λ > 0.
4.4. Holomorphic extensions of solutions of the extension problem in H-type groups.
We define the sublaplacian LN on a H-type group N . We fix an orthonormal basis Xj , j =
1, 2, . . . , 2n for the Lie algebra v and Zj, j = 1, 2, . . . ,m for the Lie algebra z. We denote by
∆t =
∑m
j=1 Z
2
j the ordinary Laplacian on the centre of N (in R
m). The sublaplacian LN on N is
defined by LN = −
∑2n
j=1X
2
j . We consider the extension problem
(4.5)
(− LN + ∂2ρ + 1− 2sρ ∂ρ + 14ρ2∆t)U(x, u, t, ρ) = 0, U(x, u, t, 0) = f(x, u, t).
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By denoting Ls := −LN + ∂2ρ + 1−2sρ ∂ρ + 14ρ2∆t, we have that Rω(LsU) = LsRωU , where Ls :=
−L + ∂2ρ + 1−2sρ ∂ρ + 14ρ2∂2ξ . This follows from the fact that under the Radon transform Rω, the
sublaplacian LN on N becomes the sublaplacian L, see [23, Appendix], also [24, Section 3]. Then,
RωU(x, u, ξ, ρ) is a solution to the extension problem
(4.6)
(− L+ ∂2ρ + 1− 2sρ ∂ρ + 14ρ2∂2ξ )RωU(x, u, ξ, ρ) = 0, RωU(x, u, ξ, 0) = Rωf(x, u, ξ),
where L stands for the sublaplacian on Hn. For (x, u, t) ∈ N and 0 < s < 1, let
(4.7) ΦNs,ρ(x, u, t) :=
22m+n+s−1Γ(n+1+s2 )Γ(
n+m+s
2 )
pin+(m+1)/2Γ(s)
(
(ρ2 + |x|2 + |u|2)2 + 16|t|2)−n+m+s2 .
We simply write Φs,ρ when N = H
n (and therefore m = 1), that is exactly (3.7). We are in position
to prove the result analogous to Theorem 3.15. As usual let us employ the notation Uρ(·) := U(·, ρ).
Theorem 4.2. Let m > 1. A solution of the extension problem is of the form U(x, u, t, ρ) =
ρ2sf ∗ ΦNs,ρ(x, u, t) for some f ∈ L2(N) if and only if there exists γ > 0 such that for each ρ > 0,
the function (x, u, ξ, ω)→ RωUρ(x, u, ξ) extends to Ωγρ×Sm−1 as an L2(Sm−1)-valued holomorphic
function R˜ωUρ(z, w, ζ) and satisfies the uniform estimate∫
Ωγρ
( ∫
Sm−1
|R˜ωUρ(z, w, ζ)|2dσ(ω)
)
dz dw dζ ≤ Cρ2(n+1)‖f‖22
for all ρ > 0.
Proof. Analogously as in Theorem 3.15, the direct part follows from Theorem 3.11. Indeed, since the
modified Radon transform RωUρ(x, u, ξ) is a solution to the extension problem (4.6), Theorem 3.11
implies that
∥∥‖R˜ωUρ‖L2(Sm−1)∥∥Ωγρ ≤ Cρ(n+1)‖f‖2.
Let us prove the converse. As U is a solution of the extension problem for LN , it follows that
for each ω ∈ Sm−1, the modified Radon transform RωUρ(x, u, ξ) is a solution to (4.6) which has a
holomorphic extension R˜ωUρ(z, w, ζ) to the domain Ωγρ. The hypothesis of the theorem says that
ω → R˜ωUρ(·) is an L2(Sm−1) function taking values in H˜(Ωγρ). From this we need to conclude
that there exists an L2(Sm−1) function gω taking values in L2(Hn) such that RωUρ(x, u, ξ) =
ρ2sgω ∗ω Φs,ρ(x, u, ξ).
To this end, let Yj, j ∈ N be an orthonormal basis for L2(Sm−1) and consider
F jρ (z, w, ζ) =
∫
Sm−1
R˜ωUρ(z, w, ζ)Yj(ω) dσ(ω).
As F jρ (x, u, ξ) is a solution of the extension problem on Hn having a holomorphic extension to Ωγρ
satisfying the required estimates, we can conclude, by Theorem 3.15, that F jρ = ρ2sgj ∗ω Φs,ρ for
some gj ∈ L2(Hn). Now
R˜ωUρ(z, w, ζ) =
∞∑
j=0
F jρ (z, w, ζ)Yj(ω)
where the series converges in L2
(
Ωγρ, L
2(Sm−1)
)
. From this fact, we then claim that the series∑∞
j=0 gj(x, u, ξ)Yj(ω) converges in L
2(Hn, L2(Sm−1)). Indeed, we are given that
∞∑
j=0
( ∫
Ωγρ
|F jρ (z, w, ζ)|2 dz dw dζ
)
≤ Cρ2(n+1).
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Since F jρ = ρ2sgj ∗ω Φs,ρ, in view of Theorem 3.8 we have
(4.8)
∞∑
j=0
∫ ∞
−∞
( ∞∑
k=0
‖ρ2sgλj ∗λ Φλs,ρ ∗λ ϕλk‖22 Ψλk(ρ)
)
dµ(λ) ≤ Cρ2(n+1).
Observe that ρ−2(n+1)Ψλk(γρ) converges to Cγψ
λ
k (0) = Cγ as ρ goes to 0. Moreover, as ρ
2sgj ∗ω Φs,ρ
converges to gj in L
2(Hn) (because ρ2sΦs,ρ is an approximate identity, see [28]) we get that
‖ρ2sgλj ∗λ Φλs,ρ ∗λ ϕλk‖22 → ‖gλj ∗λ ϕλk‖22.
Using Fatou’s lemma in (4.8) along with these two observations we conclude that
∞∑
j=0
‖gj‖22 = c
∞∑
j=0
∫ ∞
−∞
( ∞∑
k=0
‖gλj ∗λ ϕλk‖22
)
dµ(λ) ≤ C.
This proves that the series
∑∞
j=0 gj(x, u, ξ)Yj(ω) converges in L
2(Hn, L2(Sm−1)) to a function which
we denote by gω(x, u, ξ). We have thus proved RωUρ = ρ
2sgω ∗ω Φs,ρ. As RωUρ converges to gω it
follows that ∫ ∞
−∞
∫
Hn
e−iλξRωUρ(x, u, ξ) dx du dξ →
∫ ∞
−∞
∫
Hn
e−iλξgω(x, u, ξ) dx du dξ.
This allows us to conclude that (as in the proof of Proposition 4.1) gω satisfies the compatibility
condition (4.4) and hence we can get f ∈ L2(N) such that Rωf = gω. Consequently, RωUρ =
ρ2sRωf ∗ω Φs,ρ. If we can show that (ΦNs,ρ)ω = Φs,ρ then we have RωUρ = ρ2sRωf ∗ω (ΦNs,ρ)ω, which
will prove the theorem by the inversion formula for the Radon transform.
Thus we need to show (ΦNs,ρ)ω = Φs,ρ. The Radon transform of a radial function is radial, and
there is a formula to compute the Radon transform in this case, see e.g. [21]. Since ΦNs,ρ(x, u, t) is
a radial function of t ∈ Rm, we have, for m > 1,∫
y·ω=ξ
((ρ2 + |x|2 + |u|2)2 + 16|y|2)− (n+m+s)2 dy
=
2pi(m−1)/2
Γ((m− 1)/2)
∫ ∞
|ξ|
((ρ2 + |x|2 + |u|2)2 + 16r2)− (n+m+s)2 (r2 − ξ2)m−32 r dr
= cn,m,s((ρ
2 + |x|2 + |u|2)2 + 16ξ2)− (n+1+s)2 = pi
n+(m+1)/2Γ(s)
22m+n+s−1Γ(n+1+s2 )Γ(
n+m+s
2 )
Φs,ρ(x, u, ξ).
where cn,m,s =
pi
m−1
2
4m−1
Γ(n+1+s
2
)
Γ(n+m+s
2
)
(we computed an Abel type integral). In view of (4.7), we get that
(ΦNs,ρ)ω(x, u, ξ) = Φs,ρ(x, u, ξ).
The proof is complete. 
4.5. Holomorphic extensions of eigenfunctions on solvable extensions of H-type groups.
Analogously as in the case of the Heisenberg group Hn, we will observe the connection between the
solutions of the extension problem (4.5) and the eigenfunctions of the Laplace–Beltrami operator
∆S on the solvable extension S of the H-type group N , and we will deduce holomorphic properties
of these eigenfunctions from Theorem 4.2.
Let us extend to H-type groups the concepts that we introduced in Section 3. Recall that the
H-type group N admits nonisotropic dilations. Thus there is an action of A = R+ on N . We
can therefore form the semidirect product of N and A which is usually denoted by S = NA. This
group S is solvable and when N is an Iwasawa group coming out of a semisimple Lie group, S
can be identified with a noncompact Riemannian symmetric space of rank one. A basis for the Lie
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algebra s of S is given by Ej =
√
ρXj , j = 1, 2, ..., 2n, Tk = ρZk, k = 1, 2, ...,m and H = ρ∂ρ. The
Laplace–Beltrami operator ∆S (by using the same notation as in Section 3) on S is defined by
∆S =
2n∑
j=1
E2j +
m∑
k=1
T 2k +H
2 − 1
2
QH
where Q = 2(n +m) is the homogeneous dimension of N . It can be shown that U is a solution of
the equation (− LN + ∂2ρ + 1− 2sρ ∂ρ + 14ρ2∆t)U(x, u, t, ρ) = 0,
if and only if the function
W(x, u, t, ρ) = ρ
n+m−s
2 U(2−1/2(x, u), 2−1t,
√
2ρ)
satisfies the eigenfunction equation
−∆SW(x, u, t, ρ) = γ(n+m− γ)W(x, u, t, ρ), γ = 1
2
(n +m+ s), s > 0.
Moreover we can write, for any f ∈ L2(N),
W(x, u, t, ρ) = 2sρ
n+m+s
2 f ∗ΦNs,√2ρ(2−1/2(x, u), 2−1t).
By taking modified Radon transform on both sides of the identity, we have that, for each ω ∈ Sm−1
RωW(x, u, ξ, ρ) = 2
sρ
n+m+s
2 2n+m+s2−(n+1+s)Rωf ∗ω Φs,√2ρ(2−1/2(x, u), 2−1ξ),
since
(4.9) (ΦNs,
√
2ρ(2
−1/2(x, u), 2−1t))ω = 2m−1Φs,√2ρ(2
−1/2(x, u), 2−1ξ).
We will use the notationWρ(x, u, t) :=W(x, u, t, ρ). By Theorem 4.2, the function RωWρ extends to
Ωγ
√
2ρ×Sm−1 as an L2(Sm−1)-valued holomorphic function R˜ωWρ(z, w, ζ) and satisfies the uniform
estimate ∫
Ωγ
√
2ρ
(∫
Sm−1
|R˜ωWρ(z, w, ζ)|2dσ(ω)
)
dz dw dζ ≤ Cρ2n+m+1−s‖f‖22
for all ρ > 0.
Let us restate this estimate in terms of Poisson integrals on the solvable group S. We define
ϕNs,δ(x, u, t) =
(
(δ +
1
4
|(x, u)|2)2 + |t|2)−n+m+s2
Observe that ΦNs,ρ can be written in terms of ϕ
N
s,δ as
ΦNs,ρ(x, u, t) =
2−(n+1+s)Γ(n+1+s2 )Γ(
n+m+s
2 )
pin+(m+1)/2Γ(s)
ϕNs,δ(x, u, t)
with δ = 14ρ
2. In other words,
(4.10) ΦNs,
√
2ρ(2
−1/2x, 2−1/2u, 2−1t) =
2−(1−m)Γ(n+1+s2 )Γ(
n+m+s
2 )
pin+(m+1)/2Γ(s)
ϕNs,ρ(x, u, t).
From (4.9), (4.10) and (3.43), we have that
2m−1Γ(n+1+s2 )Γ(
n+m+s
2 )
pin+(m+1)/2Γ(s)
(ϕNs,ρ(x, u, t))ω = 2
m−1Φs,√2ρ(2
−1/2(x, u), 2−1ξ)
= 2m−1
Γ(n+1+s2 )
2
pin+1Γ(s)
ϕs,ρ(x, u, ξ).(4.11)
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Now we define g(x, u, t) := f(2−1/2x, 2−1/2u, 2−1t). A calculation shows that
W(x, u, t, ρ) = 2−(n+m−s)ρ
n+m+s
2
2−(1−m)Γ(n+1+s2 )Γ(
n+m+s
2 )
pin+(m+1)/2Γ(s)
g ∗ ϕNs,ρ(x, u, t).
The kernels ϕNiλ,ρ(x, u, t) defined for λ ∈ C are the generalised Poisson kernels and they occur in
the definition of the Helgason Fourier transform on the solvable group S. This suggests that the
right Poisson transform for the solvable extension S of N is given by
PNλ f(x, u, t, ρ) = ρ
n+m−iλ
2
(
ϕNiλ,1(·)f(·)
) ∗ ϕN−iλ,ρ(x, u, t)
where f is a function on N .
In view of the description above, from Theorem 4.2 we can deduce as a corollary the following
characterisation of certain eigenfunctions of ∆S expressible as Poisson transforms of functions on
N .
Theorem 4.3. Let 0 < s < 1 and m > 1. An eigenfunction W of the Laplace-Beltrami operator
∆S on S with eigenvalue −14((n + m)2 − s2) can be expressed as the Poisson integral PNis f with
f ∈ L2(N, (ϕN0,1(h))2dh) if and only if there exists a γ > 0 such that the function (x, u, ξ, ω) →
RωWρ(x, u, ξ) extends to Ωγ√ρ×Sm−1 as an L2(Sm−1)-valued holomorphic function R˜ωWρ(z, w, ζ)
and satisfies the uniform estimate∫
Ωγ√ρ
(∫
Sm−1
|R˜ωWρ(z, w, ζ)|2dσ(ω)
)
dz dw dζ ≤ Cρ2n+m+1−s
for all ρ > 0.
Proof. When f ∈ L2(N, (ϕN0,1(h))2dh) we know that Rω(ϕNiλ,1f) ∈ L2(Hn) and so the function
gωλ (h) := ϕiλ,1(h)
−1Rω(ϕNiλ,1f)(h) ∈ L2(Hn, ϕ0,1(h)2dh). Therefore, in view of (3.45) and (4.11)
Rω(PNλ f)(h, ρ) = cn,m,sρ(m−1)/2Pλ(gωλ )(h, ρ). Hence the theorem follows from the corresponding
result for the Heisenberg group, namely Theorem 3.16. 
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